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Ketan K. Mane

ENVISIONING KNOWLEDGE: TIGHTLY COUPLING KNOWLEDGE
ANALYSIS & VISUALIZATION

Abstract
Analysis and visualization techniques share a symbiotic relationship when it comes to
making sense of datasets. Particularly for large datasets, the coupling of data analysis and
data visualization is often beneficial. While a gamut of data analysis and visualization
techniques exist, it is often problematic to identify what combination of techniques is good
for what task to provide maximum insight into a dataset.

This thesis introduces, exemplifies and validates a Data Analysis and Visualization
Taxonomy, called ‘DA-Vis taxonomy’, that provides guidance to the selection of
complementary analysis and visualization techniques. The DA-Vis taxonomy is validated by
demonstrating its utility to develop new visualizations for real world applications. Further,
the new taxonomy is applied to systematically describe and classify couplings of data analysis
and visualization techniques in prior work. A user-study that evaluates the usability of the
DA-Vis taxonomy was also conducted and is reported here.

ix

The intellectual contributions of this thesis include a flexible DA-Vis layout schema that
can be used to tightly couple complementary data analysis and visualization techniques. This
thesis also shows a visionary computational diagnostic tool developed for data analysis and
visualization of clinical data. Techniques used to generate meaningful knowledge
management visualizations from a dataset are presented as a part of this thesis. This thesis
concludes with a discussion of the broader impacts of the DA-Vis taxonomy, the
computational diagnostic tool, and knowledge management maps.
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Chapter 1

Motivation
The information age has led to the large scale digitization of data. Examples of datasets
include: patient medical records, genomics and proteomics data, published literature, chat
interaction data, market analyses, etc. Analysis of a patient medical dataset can provide
insight about new ways of diagnosis and treatment of diseases; genomic and proteomics data
can be used to identify roles of genes and proteins; published literature can be analyzed for
emerging research topics; market data can be used to identify trends in customer shopping,
sales, etc. Results from data analysis aid the decision making process. While the amount of
data is increasing at an exponential rate, our brain’s capacity to adsorb and analyze data
remains nearly constant. Valuable knowledge can be derived from a dataset when the raw
data is processed and presented in a suitable format. Depending upon the user’s tasks,
different tools are needed to process and convert the raw data into a format which would
help to augment user’s understanding of the data. Further, owing to the scale of datasets
being processed, the process of analysis needs to be automated as much as possible.
The data analysis community has developed a wide range of data analysis algorithms and
techniques. The techniques help to meet different primary tasks such as: classification into
pre-defined classes, clustering based on shared characteristics, identification of associations,
detecting trends, exploratory data analysis (EDA), and identification of other important data
characteristics. Primarily, the user’s choice of a data analysis technique is dependent on the
research question that needs to be answered. For example, say the user’s task is to find the
1

semantic relation between object A and object B from a given set of documents. Within the
data analysis domain, this task can be categorized under the primary task named ‘identify
association’. Most data analysis textbooks classify different data analysis techniques at such a
primary task level. Further, textbooks lack details about the format of results obtained when
a data analysis technique is used. In addition, no book covers extensive information about
alternative data analysis techniques that are available to accomplish a given user task and the
data input that would be supported by a given data analysis techniques. Hence for a novice
user, no reference system exists that would help them identify data analysis techniques that
best suit their specific task requirements (i.e., in case of the example: ‘identify semantic
relation’).
Further, it is important to show analysis results in a format that is easy to interpret.
Graphical presentations can present the data and analysis results in a meaningful format for
interpretation. For centuries, graphic designers have manually drawn graphical illustrations
of data to help expose embedded data characteristics [1]. Over the years, the visualization
community has drawn inspiration from graphic designers to design aesthetic and meaningful
visualizations by using layout algorithms. From a data analysis perspective, these layout
algorithms help to satisfy different visualization goals such as: compare, distinguish, indicate,
identify, relate, represent and reveal [2]. Generating meaningful data presentation is a
primary focus of visual layout algorithms as it leads to superior insights. Knowledge on how
to map data characteristics to visual metaphors can also be derived from cartography
literature [3] and from cognitive science [4]. Further, interactivity is one of the foremost
advantages offered by layout algorithms over manually drawn graphical illustrations on paper.
Data interaction becomes extremely useful when large datasets need to be visualized. Data
interaction engages the user in information foraging and information discovery [5]. Some
visualizations offer a birds-eye view of the entire dataset. But the display of large scale
datasets without any pre-processing often result in cluttered visualizations that fail to
communicate meaningful information. A pre-processing data analysis step becomes essential
when dealing with large scale datasets.
The above discussion shows that data analysis techniques share a symbiotic relationship
with data visualization techniques in facilitating the interpretation of large datasets. However,
2

data analysis and visualization techniques are developed in different domains by different
scholarly communities. The data analysis community has developed algorithms using various
techniques from artificial intelligence, statistics and mathematics while the visualization
community has utilized techniques from cartography, graphic design, scientific visualization
and human computer interaction [6]. It is often a challenge to determine what techniques
should be combined in what sequence. A naïve researcher from either domain who looks
forward to perform a large scale data analysis is often perplexed by the number of available
choices. The results from an informal questionnaire discussed in chapter 2 show that
researchers are unaware of alternate techniques that are available to perform the same data
analysis. Further, review of existing taxonomies in chapter 4 shows that none of the prior
taxonomies cover details about establishing a bridge between data analysis techniques and
data visualization techniques. No taxonomy exists to show mutually complementary data
analysis and visualization techniques that can be used to make sense of large scale datasets.
Priolli and Card describe sense-making as ‘a process that requires building of appropriate
classification schema to promote better understanding of information’ [7, 8]. It is important
to address this issue not only when it comes to designing a schema but also while
performing a data analysis. The task of seeing different data characteristics becomes intuitive
when data characteristics are shown using appropriate design principles [9]. To facilitate easy
mapping with data and its characteristics, it is important to enumerate which data mapping
works with a given visualization. In addition, the new ‘Visual Analytics’ ( details in section
2.1.3) initiative aims to develop a framework for visual data analysis by coupling techniques
from data analysis and information visualization to gain a quick understanding of the data
characteristics [10].
This dissertation project attempts to address this need by developing a taxonomy that
couples data analysis techniques and visualization techniques to support different user tasks.
The new taxonomy shows different pathways of data analysis and visualization techniques
that complement each other in the analysis. It aims to support the user in selecting
combinations of techniques that meet the user’s task requirements. The taxonomy can also
be used to organize the different techniques available to perform a given data analysis task.
Further, the requirement to establish a guideline to show certain data characteristics is
3

addressed by the new taxonomy. Henceforth in the entire thesis, the new taxonomy is
referenced as ‘DA-Vis taxonomy’. While multiple definitions of the word ‘taxonomy’ exist,
for the thesis the word ‘taxonomy’ is defined as ‘classification of related techniques into a
common category’. With the current definition, some techniques can also be classified under
two different categories, if they satisfy the requirements of the category.
X

Figure 1 shows the scope of the proposal. As can be seen, the new coupled DA-Vis
X

X

taxonomy bridges techniques from two different communities – data analysis and data
visualization. The DA-Vis taxonomy covers the theoretical core for analysis and visualization
of data. It is exemplarily instantiated for n-dimensional and network datasets.

Figure 1: Scope of the thesis

The application of the DA-Vis taxonomy will be demonstrated using datasets from two
different domains – Computational Diagnostics and Knowledge Management, see
X

Figure 1. The dataset for the former is comprised of medical records of acute
X

X

lymphoblastic leukemia patients (ALL) while the latter dataset is a 20 year time slice of ‘The
Proceedings of National Academy of Science’ (PNAS) publications. Different pathways
from the newly developed DA-Vis taxonomy are used to identify the data analysis and
visualization techniques that will best meet the user’s task needs. The new DA-Vis taxonomy
was further evaluated by demonstrating its ability to describe combinations of data analysis
4

and visualization techniques reported in literature. A formal user study of the DA-Vis
taxonomy was also conducted to evaluate its user-friendliness and results are presented in
chapter 8.
The different chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews existing
work on sense-making, visual design principles, and visual analytics. This chapter also
identifies the user tasks and the generic approach taken for data analysis. Chapter 3 details
different data analysis techniques and algorithms that are used by the information
visualization community. This chapter also covers details about data characteristics and data
dimensions. The data analysis taxonomy is also covered in this chapter. Chapter 4 details
different types of data visualization, layout algorithms and interaction techniques. This
chapter reviews and compares existing taxonomies in the information visualization domain.
Chapter 5 presents the theoretical core of the DA-Vis taxonomy for n-dimensional and
network datasets. Chapter 6 validates the new DA-Vis taxonomy by showing its application
to generate visual designs using datasets from the biomedical research domain and
knowledge management. In chapter 7, a second metric for DA-Vis taxonomy validation is
introduced to show its utility to describe and organize prior published research work.
Chapter 8 provides a methodology to validate the usability of the DA-Vis taxonomy. The
thesis concludes with a discussion of the intellectual merit and broader impact of this
research in chapter 9. In the following chapters, the first occurrence of terms that occur in
the glossary are underlined and annotated by ‘₪’. Definitions of these terms are available in
Appendix I.
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Chapter 2

Envisioning Knowledge: Theory &
Practice
Data analysis can be carried out using different combination of data analysis techniques.
Based on user-task, an identification of the sequence of steps will be helpful in the sensemaking process and visual analytics process. Further, one can develop meaningful
visualization by using certain known design principles. This chapter details prior work on
sense-making process and design principles. It also discusses the emerging field of visual
analytics. Further, it details the process model for envisioning knowledge and the user-tasks
that are commonly used within the information visualization community.

2.1. Prior Work
2.1.1. Sense-Making Process
Sense-making is a process that provides a theoretical framework to the sequence of steps
involved in data analysis and data cognition [8, 10]. The sense-making process is a cyclic loop
that involves an ordered sequence of steps such as:
A. Gather information – Information foraging and the data pruning process to filter
information of interest.
6

B. Re-represent information – A certain schematic data representation technique is
adopted to provide a data overview or to support the data exploration process.
C. Develop insight – Data representations help with the cognitive interpretation of the
dataset and generate hypotheses based on the observations.
D. Produce results – Evidence based hypothesis generation.
The above four steps are shown in Figure 2 below. The sense-making process can involve
X

X

several iterations of all steps (a – d) in sequential order or several iterations between two
intermediate steps. Further, depending on the situation the sense-making process presents
different models. A generic model, called the ‘cost structure model’, is based on the
evaluation of time spent in information foraging versus the information gained [8]. A time
constraint based sense-making model involves quick pruning through vital data
characteristics to make judicious decisions [11]. The learning sense-making model involves
an effort to represent data in a format that best shows important data characteristics [7].
As analysis and visualization techniques are a part of the sense-making process, it can be
inferred that coupling complementary techniques can lead to better data analysis.
Recommendations from experts [10] as to how to develop this coupling include: understand
the task constraints of performing different data analysis approaches on certain data types;
distinguish between different task goals, and application of technique or combinations of
techniques that help to meet the user goals; identify common user tasks and formulate a core
conceptual schema that shows techniques that can be used to obtain data interpretations. In
short, a schema or a taxonomy developed based on task, data-types and associated
techniques will highly benefit the sense-making process.
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Figure 2: The sense-making loop, adopted from [10], reproduced with permission from © 2005 IEEE

2.1.2. Design Principles for Envisioning Information
A few strategies that can be used to build meaningful visualizations are highlighted by
Tufte [9]. These strategies show certain design principles that help to produce data
representations that can communicate information more effectively. Major strategies are
listed below,
A. Escaping the flat-land - Provide strategies to increase the amount of data dimensions
and density displayed. This strategy is normally achieved by maintaining a
constant base map and overlaying information on top of it.
B. Micro/Macro information – A global overview of the dataset can be obtained with the
display of information at macro-level. Finer dataset details are reveled in the visualization
with the help of micro-level information.
C. Layering and Separation – This strategy is often used to reduce the clutter in the
visualization. This strategy can be used to show each layer of data very distinctly. Priority
can be given to show the important information in a visualization. Different colors,
shapes, values, and sizes can be used to distinguish between different data entries.
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Difference in color saturation can be used as a separation metric to direct one’s attention
to important data characteristics.
D. Small Multiples – Miniature images having the same background template can be used

to show subtle changes in the data. By lining small multiple images in a sequence, one is
able to compare the changes at a single glance.
E. Color and Information - Color is an important ingredient to communicate distinct
pieces of information. It can be used to represent quantitative values that can be readily
used for visual comparison. Colors can help to distinctly demarcate different regions in
the visualization.
F. Narratives of space and time - Representation of more than two dimensions in 3D
space always presents a problem. Animation and dynamic visualization can help to
reduce the complexity involved in coding visualization in more dimensions. Even if
additional space is present, it should be actively used to present different data
characteristics.
By using the above strategies to envision information, one can improve the data cognition
process [10, 12]. Further, using principles of Gestalt psychology, association techniques, etc.,
one can generate visualizations to show existing relationships within large datasets in a small
display area. One can use these strategies to monitor activities in visualizations both at the
global and local levels. Finally unlike traditional static visualization, an interactive
visualization provides means to support the data exploration process. In short, by using
design representation techniques, certain salient characteristics of an abstract data can be
presented to the user for knowledge discovery.

2.1.3. Visual Analytics
Visual Analytics is a new initiative from the National Visualization and Analytics Center
(NVAC) at Pacific Northwest National Lab. Visual Analytics is defined as “the science of
analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” [10]. The visual analytics goal
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is to develop new approaches that will help to analyze and aptly gather intelligence from
large amount of data. The intelligence gathered can be used to make judicious decisions.
To support tasks, it is essential to develop methods that support the selection of
appropriate techniques for the data analysis task. It is important to identify techniques that
can offer maximum insight about the data. In short, it becomes important to develop a
framework that aims in identifying individual or combined data analysis techniques that
support the user goals.

2.2. Process Model of Envisioning Knowledge
The data processing performed during different stages of data analysis and
visualizations are indicated in Figure 3. A more detailed description of user tasks is covered
X

X

in section 2.3 below. Chapter 3 covers details about different data analysis methods. Chapter
4 covers details about different data visualization and interaction techniques.

Figure 3: Different stages of data processing

X

Figure 3 shows three stages: 1) data transformation, 2) extract useful information and 3)
X

facilitate conclusion. The data transformation stage involves identification of data
dimensions of interest from the raw data. In the next stage, different data analysis methods
are used to capture specific data characteristics that help to provide answers to a given user
task. Later, the data visualization techniques are used to show data characteristics and derive
conclusions about the dataset. Using visual interaction techniques helps the user to interact
with and explore the dataset. An additional data analysis process is sometimes required to
communicate results via interaction. The dual arrow lines are used to communicate between
10

data analysis, data visualization and interaction modules. Some visualization techniques (e.g.,
parallel coordinates; in chapter 4) can be directly used to visualize the data dimensions. Data
analysis can be skipped as indicated in Figure 3.
X

X

2.3. User Tasks and Needs
An informal questionnaire was distributed among researchers to identify data analysis
technique they use to perform different data analysis tasks. To start, the common data
analysis algorithms were scientifically classified into sub-categories based on the user needs.
In general, the questionnaire listed different data analysis techniques used by information
visualization researchers to accomplish different user tasks. A copy of the distributed
questionnaire is included as Appendix II. As feedback, researchers were asked to indicate
which data analysis techniques they used. If the preferred data analysis technique was not
given, researchers were asked to list them in the questionnaire. Feedback from eight
information visualization researchers was obtained.
The feedback showed little overlap between different data analysis techniques used by
researchers. This lack of much overlap could be due the fact that researchers often tend to
use data analysis techniques they know. Unfamiliarity with other data analysis techniques
used to perform similar tasks restricts an overlap in usage. A proper categorization of data
analysis technique based on user needs would help to overcome usage unfamiliarity of
different available techniques. This need is addressed by the developing DA-Vis Taxonomy;
it offers a global overview of different data analysis tasks based on user needs. The details
about the DA-Vis taxonomy are covered in chapter 5.

X

Figure 3 indicates that the user tasks play a key role in the selection and parameterization
X

of every data processing stage. The user tasks described here are data analysis tasks that are
specific to a dataset. For example, the user task can be an identification of trends in research
topics within a set of documents; or with medical records the user task can be to identify
common medical conditions of a selected group of patients.
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Some primary tasks addressed by the information visualization community are listed
below. The scope of the primary task is described using brackets. Associated specific data
analysis tasks are then identified.
A. Primary Task: Identify Associations
[Scope: Identify linkages between data entries]
U

U

Specific Tasks: find correlations, compute linkage strengths, establish semantic linkages,
etc.
B. Primary Task: Identify Patterns
[Scope: Apply data analysis techniques to show data characteristics]
U

U

Specific Tasks: in ordered data, based on correlation, by clustering data, etc.
C. Primary Task: Identify Trends
[Scope: Identify data characteristics by performing cumulative data operation]
U

U

Specific Tasks: sort based on data occurrence, research activity, selection criteria, etc.
D. Primary Task: Identify Clusters
[Scope: Identify set of entries with similar data characteristics]
U

U

Specific Tasks: Select based on data semantics, data partition, data hierarchy, etc.
E. Primary Task: Identify Important Data Characteristics
[Scope: Identify the data dimensions that help to describe the data]
U

U

Specific Tasks: Sort based on data dimensions, linkages, etc.
F. Primary Task: Identify Structural Patterns in Network Data
[Scope: Identify network topology]
U

U

Specific Tasks: Identify network authorities, identify network topology, identify central
nodes that maintain network connectivity, etc.
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The new ‘DA-Vis’ taxonomy discussed in chapter 5 is based on these primary data
analysis tasks. The new taxonomy offers insight about complementary data analysis and
visualization techniques that can be used to perform these user tasks.
The user tasks for different datasets can be abstracted to a specific data analysis (DA) task.
This abstraction helps to identify corresponding primary data analysis tasks. Examples used
to demonstrate this abstraction are shown below.
User Task
U

Specific DA Tasks

U

U

- Identify trends in research
topics within a set of document
- Do the patients who are either

U

- Determine topical

Primary DA Tasks
U

U

- Identify pattern

frequency
- Identify correlation

- Identify association

dead/alive share common medical
condition for some variables?
The above example shows only one specific data analysis (DA) task that can be used to
accomplish the user task. But in reality, many specific tasks exist that can be used to serve
the same functionality. The specific tasks that serve the same functionality can be
categorized under a primary task. The unique combination of primary and specific task helps
to identify a user task requirement and the data analysis method.
Figure 3 shows three main stages of the data analysis process and the data processing
X

X

steps within each. These data processing steps are henceforth referenced as ‘modules’. To
better understand the complementary techniques shown in DA-Vis taxonomy (chapter 5), it
is important to understand data analysis and data visualization techniques in more detail.
Different modules of data transformation stage are covered in chapter 3. It also covers
information about relevant data analysis methods which are applied to extract data
characteristics from a dataset. Data analysis results can be communicated using diverse
visualization techniques [5, 13, 14]. The modules which help to provide insight and facilitate
conclusion about the dataset include visualization and interaction. Chapter 4 details different
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visualization techniques in terms of layout options, data display, and visual encoding to show
different data characteristics. Different interaction techniques are covered in chapter 4.
This chapter gives a general overview of different stages involved in the data analysis
process. Based on these data analysis stages, researchers from the information visualization
domain have generated various taxonomies that are covered in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Review of Data Analysis Techniques
Data analysis is defined as “an act of transforming data with the aim of extracting useful
information and facilitating conclusions” [15]. The definition shows three main stages that
form the backbone of almost any data analysis process: 1) data transformation, 2) extract
useful information and 3) facilitate conclusion, see also Figure 3.
X

X

3.1. Data
3.1.1. Raw Data Stage
The data analysis process starts with the raw data that comes in variety of formats, e.g.,
flat files, spreadsheets, or relational tables. There are three main data type categories: a)
Nominal, b) Ordinal and c) Quantitative. Characteristics of each data type are discussed
below [5, 16].
A. Nominal: All non-numerical data values are categorized as ‘nominal’. Entries such as
label names, text data, chromosomal conditions in patients, etc. are some examples of the
nominal data type. Typical comparison between two nominal entries is done using string
operators of equality and non-equality. For classification, numerical values need to be
assigned to nominal data objects. Data objects that belong to the same category are also
called ‘Categorical’.
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B. Ordinal: If numerical values to data objects exist in a particular order (increasing/
decreasing) then they are referred as ‘ordinal’. Student ranks in a given exam or clinical
values by date are examples of ordinal data. In addition to operations of equality and
inequality, numerical operations of ‘less than’ and ‘greater than’ can also be applied to this
category of data types. This data type is also referred to as ‘rank variables’.
C. Quantitative: Data objects with no specific order to numerical values are referred to as
‘quantitative’ entries. Entries like blood cell count (WBC) for patients or research papers are
available in different domains. Numerical values for quantitative data objects make it
possible to apply all arithmetic operators of comparison on it.

3.1.2. Data Pre-processing
Usually, different data pruning techniques are applied to raw data to filter out unwanted
data variables. This stage is referred to as the ‘data preprocessing’ stage, and is the next stage
of the data analysis process. The main goals of the data processing stage are: 1) to fix
problems existing in the current data and 2) to prepare the data for the next stage of analysis.
Data processing can involve steps like fusing data from multiple sources, eliminating noise
from the data, removing duplicates and filtering subset of data for further analysis. Some of
the popular data pre-processing techniques are covered here.
A. Stemming: Within datasets, there exist many morphological variants of the same word.
For example, pairs of terms such as ‘computing’ and ‘computation’ will not be recognized as
equivalent

without

some

form

of

natural

language

processing

(NLP)

[17].

An algorithm that helps to establish equivalence based on their stem word (‘comput’) is
called ‘Stemming Algorithm’. Usage of this algorithm helps to reduce different variants of a
term to a single representative form. By doing so, the stemming algorithm eventually reduces
the number of distinct terms that are essential to represent a set of documents.
B. Stop-Word Removal: List of words that do not add value to the meaning of a dataset
are readily removed by ‘Stop Word Removal’ techniques. Typically, stop words include
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grammatically used conjunctions such as ‘and’, ‘or’; articles such as ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’, etc. This is
a simple data pruning technique.
C. Frequency Detection: Using this approach, the number of occurrences of unique data
objects is computed.
D. Threshold Application: This approach is useful to obtain a subset of data of interest
from the original dataset. This method imposes a condition to filter data above and/or
below a chosen threshold value.
These data processing techniques help to trim unwanted data variables as well as reduce
data dimensions. More information on the different data dimensions and data types are
covered in the next section. Thus the contribution of the data processing stage is to prepare
the data for efficient data analysis.

3.1.3. Data Types/Data Dimensions
Parameters that help to describe the characteristics of a data record are referred to as its
‘dimensions’. Different data dimension categories and their details are covered below [13, 18].
The top four options (A-D) are based on the number of data dimensions available. The
other options (E-G) are based on the given information on data dimensions and their
relations.
A. One-dimensional data – A dataset with the data object associated with one variable (e.g.,
time) are referred to as one dimensional data. For example, time-series of stock prices, time
series of patient clinical data, etc.
B. Two-dimensional data – A dataset with the data objects associated to two variables are
T

T

termed as two dimensional data. For example, geographical maps, floor-plans, newspaper
layouts, etc.
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C. Three-dimensional data – Data objects with three variables of information to describe
its details are referred to as three dimensional data. For example, molecular data, flying
coordinates, etc.
D. Multi-dimensional/N-dimensional data – A dataset comprised of data objects with
information distributed among ‘n’ different variables are referred to as multi-dimensional or
n-dimensional data. For example, patient medical records, article bibliography, etc.
E. Tree – A dataset that involves parent child relationship among its data objects is
classified as ‘Tree’. The rule applied here is that ‘children’ data objects have a link to a single
‘parent’ data object. This rule results in a hierarchical structure. For example, library
classification schema, file directories, etc.
F. Network – Datasets with one-to-many or many-to-many relations between its data
objects are classified as networks. For example, genes/proteins co-occurrence network, etc.
G. Text data – Datasets where each data object are comprised of a single line of text
containing a string of characters are categorized under text category. For example, text data
from a book, etc.
It should be noted that some researchers distinctly classify data objects with time
variables under a separate category termed ‘temporal’ [18]. Other researchers tend to
combine two data dimensions under a single category name. For example, tree and network
data have been categorized under a single category called ‘Hierarchies and graphs’ in [13].

3.2. Data Analysis Techniques
The data analysis techniques are a part of the sense making process. This section reviews
different types of data analysis techniques that are commonly used for data analysis. Only
techniques commonly used by the information visualization community are covered here.
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3.2.1. Similarity Measures
Similarity measures help to identify associations between different entities of the dataset.
They primarily establish dataset entity-entity linkages.
A. Co-occurrence Similarity
The co-occurrence similarity measure is used to count a document collection containing
two different data entities [19]. The data entities can be a term, author, paper, etc. To
compute the co-occurrence similarity, the same data entity is arranged in the form of rows
and columns. The matrix cell values indicate the co-occurrence strength among two data
entities. For example, related topics from a dataset can be identified by computing cooccurrence similarity among terms; strength of collaboration among authors can be
identified using co-authorship information to compute similarity, etc. Typically, the cooccurrence similarity space is generated for high frequency data entities.
B. Cosine Similarity
The cosine similarity is a vector-based approach used to determine the similarity among
data entities. To compute the cosine similarity among terms in a data collection, cooccurrence frequency of terms in a data collection, and individual term frequency are
calculated. Cosine similarity between two terms (X and Y) in a document collection (D) is
computed by treating each term as a vector by using the Salton cosine formula [20], see
Equation 1:

Sim ( X , Y ) =

D X ,Y

(1)

D X DY

where:
DX

is the number of documents with term X

DY

is the number of document with term Y

D X ,Y

is the number of documents with both terms X and Y

The cosine similarity measure ranges from ‘1’ for the highest similarity to ‘0’ for the lowest.
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C. Jaccard Index
The Jaccard index is defined as “the size of the intersection divided by the size of the
union of the sample sets” [21]. It is also known as the Jaccard distance or Jaccard similarity
coefficient. It is an index that helps to compare the similarity and diversity that exists within
a dataset. If A and B are two different entities then the Jaccard index is computed as follows:

J ( A, B) =

| A∩ B |
| A∪ B |

(2)

where,

A ∩ B is the intersection set of papers with both A and B
A ∪ B is the union set of papers A and B. It is the total papers with either A or B
D. Pearson Coefficient
The Pearson coefficient is a measure that can be used to describe the relation between
two entities measured from the same object. The correlation coefficient is also known as
Pearson Product Moment Correlation [22, 23]. It is calculated by:
n

r=

∑ (x
i =1

n

∑ (x
i =1

i

− x ' ) ( yi − y ' )
(3)

− x ' ) 2 ∑i =1 ( y i − y ' ) 2
n

i

where,
xi is used to represent different entity values from document x
x ' is the mean of all entity values for document x
y i is used to represent different entity values from document y
y ' is the mean of all entity values for document y
The coefficient ranges from −1 to 1. A value of 1 indicates a linear relationship within the
two entities. A value of −1 shows inverse relationships. A value of ‘0’ indicates no
relationship between the variables.
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For example, to compute the Pearson coefficient between documents in a dataset based
on the occurrence of words, we need to initially build a document-term occurrence matrix.
In this matrix, rows represent documents and columns represent the terms. The matrix cells
will be populated with the count of words in the document. Using values from each row,
Pearson’s correlation coefficient among documents can be computed. As positive value
indicates that the values are related, the positive value can be treated as a strength with which
the documents are related.
E. Average Relatedness Factor
The average relatedness factor is a measure of journal-journal relatedness based on
journal inter-citation frequencies [24, 25]. Given journal A, the other journals it cites within
its papers are termed as ‘cited journal’. On the other hand, journals which cite journal A
most often are referred to as ‘citing journals’. The cited and citing journal information is
utilized to identify the relatedness among journals. The relatedness among two journals ‘A’
and ‘B’ is calculated by using the relatedness formula shown here,

RA > B =

C A > B *10 6

(4)

N B *C A

where,
R A > B is the relatedness of journal A citing journal B
C A > B is the number of citation in the current year from journal A to journal B
NB

is the number of papers published in journal B in the current year

CA

is the number of references in journal A in the current year

10 6

is an arbitrary multiplier to make R A > B easy to interpret

Using the above formula, the relatedness of journal B citing journal A; RA> B is computed.
B

B

The average relatedness factor between the two journals is computed using the average of
the two relatedness values as shown here:
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RA &B =

R A > B + RB > A

(5)

2

F. Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf)
The tf-idf weight is a measure that identifies how relevant a given term is to a document.
In the term-document matrix, the individual cell shows the tf-idf value for a given term and
a document [26, 27]. In computing the tf-idf value, importance is given to the term based on
its frequency within the document, while at the same time the term is weighted by the
number of document in the collection that contain the term. Thus, the tf-idf values help to
establish the similarity between documents based on their term occurrence. The tf-idf value
is computed as follows,

Wik = f ik * log 2 ( N / d k ) + 1

(6)

where,

Wik is the tf-idf weight of the term k in document i
f ik is the frequency of term k in document i
N

indicates document count for a given dataset

d k is the number of document with term k

3.2.2. Clustering Approaches
A. K-Means Clustering (partitioning clustering)
K-means clustering is a non-hierarchical approach of clustering [28]. Here K indicates the
desired number of clusters. The process starts by partitioning the dataset into K number of
clusters. The centroid for each cluster is computed. In successive iterations, items from
different clusters are assigned to clusters with the nearest centroid (mean). The centroid of
each cluster is re-computed after each round of exchange of items. These item classification
iterations continue till no items are left behind to be classified.
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The two main weakness of K-means clustering algorithm include: 1) the number of
clusters the data needs to be split into must be pre-determined; 2) it is a non-deterministic
approach as different initial conditions will yield different results.
B. Wards Clustering (hierarchical clustering)
Wards clustering algorithm is an agglomerative hierarchical clustering approach [29].
Initially a cluster is comprised of just a single node, referred to as a singleton. The euclidean
sum of squares (ESS) is calculated for each cluster at every stage. The clusters (sometimes
singleton) with the least increase in ESS value are combined together. The ESS value is
computed as follows,
n
1 n
ESS = ∑ xi2 − (∑ xi ) 2
n i =1
i =1

(7)

where, xi is used to represent values of a cluster or a singleton
The entire process is iteratively repeated until all the clusters are combined into a single
cluster. The main advantage offered by this algorithm is that different sizes of clusters can be
obtained by using different threshold values. But on the other hand, incorrectly grouped
objects remain fixed.

3.2.3. Latent Semantic Analysis
The approach taken by the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) approach is to match
documents based on the concepts within the documents [30, 31]. These concepts are called
as latent terms that describe the document. By using the semantic structure of the document,
LSA is considered to be designed to handle the so-called vocabulary mismatch problem.
LSA handles synonymy (variability in human word choice) and polysemy (one word with
different meanings).
In LSA, initially a term-document matrix is constructed. Each element of the matrix
indicates the number of occurrences of a term in a document. Using a mathematical
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technique called singular value decomposition (SVD), the dimensionality of the original
term-document matrix is approximated to a lower dimensional matrix space called SVD
matrix. A computationally expensive approach is the construction of SVD matrix. The
advantage offered by LSA is that the truncated matrix helps to reduce the noise in the data.
Further, the reduced matrix is more accurate in establishing document similarity than
semantics based solely on index terms.

3.2.4. Multi-dimensional Scaling
The multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) approach attempts to reduce high dimensional data
to low dimensions based on data object distances in space to closely match it with the data
similarities and dissimilarities [32, 33]. The resulting representation is based on least-squares
between the objects in a low dimensional space, and helps in data interpretation. To move
data objects around in the space defined by a given number of dimensions, MDS uses a
minimization algorithm that evaluates different configurations with the goal of maximizing
the goodness-of-fit. Using this approach, MDS checks how well the distances between
objects can be reproduced by the new configuration.
The main weakness of MDS is that there is no quick and fast rule available to interpret
the nature of the resulting dimensions. An analyst needs more local details and more explicit
representations of structures. An MDS configuration is limited in meeting these needs.

3.2.5. Burst Detection Algorithm
The burst detection algorithm [34] from Kleinberg can be used to analyze streams of
time-sorted data to find features that have high intensity over finite/limited durations of
time. Rather than using plain frequencies of the occurrences of words, the algorithm
employs a probabilistic automaton whose states correspond to the frequencies of individual
words. State transitions correspond to points in time around which the frequency of the
word changes significantly.
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The algorithm is intended to extract meaningful structure from document streams that
arrive continuously over time (e.g., emails or news articles). It generates a ranked list of the
most significant word bursts in the document stream, together with the intervals of time in
which they occurred. This can serve as a means of identifying topics or concepts (bursty
words/concepts) that rose to prominence over the course of the stream, were discussed
actively for a period of time, and then faded away.

3.2.6. Pathfinder Network Scaling
The Pathfinder Network Scaling (Pfnet) is a structural modeling technique that is used to
identify the most meaningful linkages from a complex network data representation [35, 36].
Using this technique preserves the network backbone which helps to communicate the
important characteristics of the data. Pfnet can be regarded as a more sophisticated linkreduction technique than the commonly used threshold technique. Pfnet utilizes the node
and all its connection information instead of just the node linkage strength information to
prune the network.
The Pfnet technique uses the triangle in-equality approach to remove redundant linkages
from the network. Pfnet has two parameters ‘r’ and ‘q’ that are used to prune the complex
network and preserve meaningful linkages. The r-parameter is based on the Minkowski
metric approach which uses link weights to compute the distance of the path. The qparameter is used to preserve the minimum cost path from all the ‘q’ links that exists
between two nodes. For a network with N nodes, ‘q’ can take a maximum value of N-1. The
resulting pruned network data obtained is termed PFNet(r, q) with specific ‘r’ and ‘q’ values
that were used to get the final results. For an original network with N nodes, the PFNet(r=1,
q = N-1) has the least number of linkages.

3.2.7. Betweenness Centrality
Betweenness Centrality indicates the most significant node/edge responsible for the flow
of information between all other nodes/edges within the network [37-39]. The betweenness
centrality for any given node in a network is calculated as follows,
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N

bi =

∑L

h j =1

hi j

(8)

Lh j

where,

Lh ,i , j indicates the total number of shortest paths between two nodes h and j passing
through a particular node i.

Lhj

indicates the total number of shortest paths that exist between node h and j.

The betweenness centrality acts as a measure to determine the important nodes in the
network data. The removal of these nodes from the network leads to fragmentation of the
network into different sub-clusters.

3.2.8. Degree Distribution
A degree is the number of edges of a node. By calculating degrees for all nodes in a
network, one can easily obtain a count of the number of nodes having the same degree
count. Normally, a 2D plot of number of nodes v/s node degree is used to visualize the
distribution.
The degree distribution can be used as an indicator of network structure. For example, a
power law curve indicates that some network nodes have a high degree. These high degree
nodes are referred to as ‘Hubs’. Existence and usage of hubs helps to speed up the
dissemination of information. For example, in case of an epidemic, the most cost-effective
solution to quickly curtail and eradicate an epidemic is to isolate or vaccinate hubs instead of
random targets [40, 41].
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3.2.9. Power Law Exponent
To compute the power law one needs to initially compute the values of degree
distribution. A log-log plot of degree distribution results in the straight line that can be
expressed in the form of a linear equation (y = mx). The slope of the line (m) is the power
law exponent value. The slope m can be +/-. Typically m is negative for a real world dataset
because of the small world dataset.
The value of a power law exponent γ plays an important role in explaining the behavior
of a network [42]. Small values of γ indicate that hubs are important. Values of γ between 2
and 3 indicate a hierarchical network structure where hubs are in contact with a small
number of nodes. Finally γ > 3, indicate hubs are not relevant.

3.2.10. Term Frequency/Frequency Distribution
This is simple count of the number of occurrence of the entity within the entire
document set. The term-document matrix constructed using frequency helps to determine
the distribution of the entity across the entire document set [43].

3.2.11. Thresholding
This is a simple technique that can be used to prune the data based on data values.
Typically, depending upon the threshold value, the dataset is pruned to only retain values
above or below the threshold value.

3.2.12. Spectral Analysis
Similar to the above term-frequency approach, spectral analysis is also a computation of
the occurrence of a given entity in a sequential/time-based data.
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3.3. Data Analysis Taxonomy
Based on the informal questionnaire feedback, the need for a reference system that
classifies different data analysis techniques based on data analysis goals was identified, see
section 2.3. The feedback was incorporated as a part of the new developed DA-Vis
Taxonomy. It is often seen that data analysis techniques are commonly classified according
to the task they help to achieve. Such a classification schema lacks details about how a
particular technique helps to achieve the user’s goals. For example, clustering techniques like
‘k-means clustering’ and ‘Wards clustering’ are both classified under a common category
called ‘Clustering’. It is also likely that some data analysis methods occur in different
categories. So the category label is determined based on the common primary task supported
by a set of data analysis methods. Using the data analysis methods covered in section 3.2,
the new DA-Vis Taxonomy (for details see chapter 5) provides insight about how different
data analysis techniques perform given user tasks and is covered here:
A. Identify Associations: The definition is restricted to the identification of linkages
between data entries. Different approaches that can be adopted to identify association
between data entries are listed here.
a. Find Correlation
Data Analysis Method: Statistical technique – Pearson Coefficient
b. Based on Linkage Strength
Data Analysis Methods:
- Co-occurrence similarity
- Cosine similarity
- Jaccard index
- Avg. relatedness factor (co-citation analysis)
c. Based on Semantic Linkages
Data Analysis Methods:
- Term frequency
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- Latent semantic analysis
B. Identify Patterns: The definition of pattern identification is restricted to applying
different data analysis techniques that help to show different data characteristics
a. By Ordering of Non-sequential Data
Data Analysis Method:
- No methods required, if visualization supports ordering
- Simple sorting
b. In Sequential Data
Data Analysis Methods: Spectral analysis
c. Using Correlation
Data Analysis Methods:
- Statistical technique – Pearson Coefficient
- Co-occurrence correlation
d. By Cluster Identification
Data Analysis Methods:
- k-means algorithm (partition based clustering)
- agglomerative clustering algorithm – Wards clustering (hierarchy based clustering)
C. Identify Trends: The definition to predict trend is restricted to identify data
characteristics by performing some cumulative operations on the data.
a. By Data Occurrence
Data Analysis Method:
- Frequency distribution
- Degree distribution
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b. By Data Activity
Data Analysis Method: Burst detection algorithm
D. Identify Clusters: The clustering definition here is restricted to identification of set of
entities with similar characteristics.
a. By Data Entity Position
Data Analysis Method:
- LSA
- Co-occurrence similarity
- Cosine similarity
- Jaccard index
b. By Data Partition (fixed number of clusters)
Data Analysis Method: k-means clustering algorithm
c. By Combining Data (hierarchically)
Data Analysis Method: Wards clustering algorithm
E. Extract Important Data Dimensions/Linkages: The definition here is restricted to
the identification of data dimensions that help to describe the data or meet some conditional
statements (e.g., threshold).
a. Based on Data Dimensions
Data Analysis Method:
- Multi-dimensional scaling
- LSA
b. Based on Data Linkage Strength
Data Analysis Method: Apply threshold
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c. Based on Data Connection/Max. Flow
Data Analysis Method: Betweenness centrality
d. Based on Data Meaningful Pathways
Data Analysis Method: Pathfinder network scaling (Pfnet)
F. Detect Structural Patterns: This kind of structural pattern detection is applied more to
network datasets. Only the important measures that are applied to the network dataset are
covered here.
a. Detect Network Structure
Data Analysis Method:
- Degree distribution – detect network authorities
- Power law – detect scale free topology
b. Detect Max. Flow Nodes
Data Analysis Method: Betweenness centrality
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Chapter 4

Review of Visualization Techniques
This chapter reviews different visualization techniques. Based on data representations,
visualization techniques are classified into different types. Different data mappings that are
used with different visualization techniques are also covered here [5, 13, 14, 44]. This section
also discusses popular data interaction techniques [13, 18]. Researchers have developed
taxonomies using some previously reviewed data analysis methods (section 3.2), data
visualization techniques (section 4.1-4.2) and interaction techniques (section 4.3). Section 4.4
covers descriptions of prior taxonomies and their utilities. Section 4.5 compares different
taxonomies based on their coverage of information design space.

4.1. Visualization Types
The different visualization types that are covered in research literature are described here.
This description includes a brief introduction and data mapping details.

4.1.1. Scientific Visualizations
Scientific visualizations are defined as a “branch of computer graphics which is
concerned with the presentation of interactive or animated digital images to scientists who
interpret potentially huge quantities of laboratory or simulation data or the results from
sensors out in the field” [45]. In this visualization, the spatial dimensions are mapped onto
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the x-y-z plane. Examples are visualizations of the earth’s ozone layer [46], Stratosphere
Circulation Simulation [47], Greenhouse Gases & Sulfate Aerosols [47], etc.

4.1.2. Geographic Visualizations
This visualization type makes use of geographical coordinates to map data. Geographical
longitude and latitude information is encoded on an x-y-z plane. Geographic maps are an
example [3, 48]. Using geographical maps as substrate, data is represented on these maps
using points, symbols, etc. Within the information visualization community, geographic
based maps are used to show the contribution of various research institutions [49], US zip
code distribution [44], roadmaps [50], etc.

Figure 4: US zip-code visualization [44], reproduced with permission from Ben Fry

4.1.3. Information Visualization
Information visualization is a young field which emerged approximately 15 years ago.
This field primarily works to find a spatial mapping for abstract data. To find the spatial
mapping, the information visualization field draws on ideas from different field like:
information graphics for design principles; computer graphics for rendering of graphics;
human-computer interaction to identify suitable means to interact with the data; and
cognitive science and perceptual psychology to seek guidance on how to visually represent a
large dataset so that the information can be better communicated visually. A brief definition
of information visualization is ‘the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual
representations of abstract data to amplify cognition’ [12].
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4.2. Information Visualization Layouts and Algorithms
4.2.1. 2-D Plots
These plots are used to display and compare two sets of quantitative or numerical data by
plotting two data dimensions along two orthogonal axes. Data is mapped in 2D plots using
either points, bars or lines [50]. Additional data attributes can be displayed in the form of
color, line width or point shapes. Examples are scatter plots, column graphs and line-graphs.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Examples of 2D plot. (a) scatter-plot, (b) column plot and (c) line graph

4.2.2. Iconic Displays
Visualizations map multiple data dimensions to features of an icon. Example are:
chernoff faces [51], star icons, sequential icons, polygonal icons, pie icons, sun rays icon, etc.
[13, 52]. For data mapping, a separate "face" icon is drawn for each data entry; relative values
of the selected variables for each data entry are assigned to shapes and sizes of individual
facial features.

Figure 6: Iconic display of faces showing different characteristics, adopted from [52].
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4.2.3. Multi-Dimensional Scatter-Plot Visualizations
This visualization type supports the mapping of multiple non-spatially related variables
onto the same X-Y plane. Different filtering mechanism can be applied to parse different
sets of information. Color and text formats can be used to encode different data
characteristics. E.g.: FilmFinder [53].

Figure 7: Multi-dimensional scatter plot usage for FilmFinder [53], reproduced with permission from
Univ. of Maryland, Human-Computer Interaction

4.2.4. Geometrically Transformed Displays
Visualizations that involve the projection of all data dimensions on a 2D plane are
included under this category [13]. In parallel coordinates visualization [54], each data
dimension is represented by an axis. The data is shown by the lines that intersect different
axes based on its variable value along the axis. This representation is unique as it replaces the
orthogonal coordinate system to n-dimensions.

Figure 8: Parallel coordinates images
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4.2.5. Special Data Transformation: Text Visualizations
Visualization that support the direct representation of textual data fall under this type.
These kinds of visualizations map text directly into the XY plane. Data highlighting and text
size variation are used to show the important characteristics of the data. For example,
TextArc [55], SeeSoft [56], etc.

Figure 9: Text visualization example [55], reproduced with permission from Bradford Paley

4.2.6. Dense Pixel Display Visualizations
Visualizations map each data dimension to a color pixel and provide a means to rearrange
data points based on data dimensions. This view can also be used to show time-dependent
data. In Figure 10, concentric circles show different time periods and hence the evolution of
X

X

different attributes over time [57]. Some example are: Recursive patterns [13], Circle
segments techniques [13], Circleview [57], etc.

Figure 10: Circle segment example to show evolution of attributes overtime [57] © 2004 ACM Inc.
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4.2.7. Multi-Dimensional Tables/Matrix Visualizations
Data presented in tabular format or matrix format (rows and columns) fall under this type.
Matrix display simplifies the analysis of multidimensional data by enabling the user to study
multiple data characteristics at a single glance. Each single matrix cell is used to show
different data. Color can be added as a visual cue to show matrix cell data. This kind of
visual encoding helps to show patterns in the data. TableLens [58] is an example.

Figure 11: Matrix example with cell color showing data characteristics

4.2.8. Node and Link Diagrams/Networks
Representation of data objects as nodes and relations between data objects by edges is
done in node and link based visualizations. These visualizations are ideal to show the linkage
information between the data objects/entities. Visual data mapping for nodes is in the form
of color, size, and shape. Line data mapping is done in the form of thickness and texture.
Hierarchical and non-hierarchical data display is supported using node and link based
representations. Examples are hyperbolic tree [59] and radial tree [60, 61] for hierarchical
data, and network diagrams for non-hierarchical data [42, 62-66].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Examples of node and link diagram (a) shows hierarchical data as radial tree and (b)
shows a non-hierarchial data as network

4.2.9. Dendrogram Layout
A dendrogram layout (see Figure 13) is an alternate representation of the node and link
X

X

diagram. This arrangement is useful to show clusters identified by a clustering algorithm.
Within a dendrogram layout, data objects are connected using U-shaped lines to form a
hierarchical tree. The height of each U line is representative of the distance between the two
objects. Dendrogram offers the advantage of representing nested clusters. Additionally, there
is no need to pre-define the number of clusters [67] .

Figure 13: Dendrogram layout to show hierarchical clustering of data objects
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4.2.10. Information Landscapes
With this type of visualization, data is typically laid out on a surface (XY plane) using
certain data properties like similarity between data objects, etc. This type of visualization uses
force-directed algorithms to create visualization instead of geographical longitude and
latitude information which is used in geographic visualization (see 4.1.B). Typically color is
used to show the different data characteristics. E.g.: VxInsight [68, 69].

Figure 14: Information landscape layout showing the structure of aging research, adopted from[70]

4.2.11. Stacked Display Visualizations
This category of visualizations can also be used to present hierarchical data as partitioned
data. Different data categories are represented as nested rectangles. Data characteristics can
be shown using colors. Treemaps [71] are an example.

Figure 15: Treemap showing social cyberspace in Netscan Project [72], reproduced with permission
from Marc Smith
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4.2.12. Visualization spreadsheets
Visualizations of this kind help to build multiple visual representations of different
dimensions of one or more datasets. As multiple views are available, this type of visualization
is ideal for exploratory purposes. Ed Chi’s visualization spreadsheet [14, 73] is an example.
Multi-dimensional datasets can be visualized using some of the above methods. For
network visualizations, the major layout algorithm used are covered below.

4.2.13. Force-Directed Spring Embedded Algorithms
Visualizations should be aesthetically pleasing and help in meaningful data interpretation.
Several algorithms have been developed to generate visualizations. To generate optimum
layout, these algorithms follow some basic aesthetic guidelines like: reduction in edges crossover; uniform distribution of nodes and edges; uniform edge lengths; minimizing bend edges
and symmetrical display of a graph [74, 75]. Based on the layout methodology, algorithms are
classified into different categories. Major tree layouts ₪, linear, force-directed, and planar₪
U

UP

P

U

UP

P

algorithms are discussed in my Ph.D. proposal 1 and Ph.D. qualifying exam document 2 . The
TPF

FPT

TPF

FPT

force directed algorithm is discussed below as it is a commonly used network layout
algorithm, and used in the DA-Vis taxonomy (see chapter 5).
Eades proposed the original idea to consider a network as physical system of mass
particles (nodes) connected by spring edges [76]. The algorithm’s goal is to reposition nodes
in order to reduce the overall spring force, Sp (distance separation of nodes) for the entire
system. An algorithm developed using this approach is referred to as a force directed

Ph.D. proposal can be accessed online at:

1
TP

PT

http://ella.slis.indiana.edu/~kmane/proposal/proposal_ketan-mane.pdf
HTU

TP

2
PT

UTH

Ph.D. Qualifying exam document can be accessed online at:
http://ella.slis.indiana.edu/~kmane/quals/quals-ketan-mane.pdf
HTU

UTH
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placement algorithm. Force variations include gravity force (GF), electric (EF) and magnetic
force (MF) [74]. Formulae for the computation of different forces are:

Sp = k (1 − l ) , where k is the stiffness of the spring and l is the natural length of the spring.
GF =

g
, where g is associated with the mass of the particle, usually equals 1 and r is the
r2
distance between the two objects.
P

P

EF = eE , where E is the electric field strength and e is a constant.
MF = qB , where B is the magnetic field strength and q is a constant.
2D and 3D network layouts can be generated using this algorithm, see Figure 16 [77].
X

X

Figure 16: Sample layouts for spring embedded algorithm, adopted from [78]

However, Eades version of the algorithm ignores Hooke’s law which states that “the
power of any springy body is directly proportion to its extension”. This law is used to
calculate spring energy. Further it stricts the energy computation to its neighbors instead of
the entire graph. Fruchterman-Rheingold [79] and Kamada Kawaii [80] are improved
versions of this algorithm.
Kamada Kawaii uses the least square method under a set of conflicting constraints while
Fruchterman-Rheingold considers the system of interacting particles with repelling forces
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[81]. Best layout is obtained for undirected sparse, tree-like graphs [82] and symmetric graphs
[83]. These algorithms take multiple iterations to converge.

4.3. Visual Mapping
Visual mapping deals with the perception principles. To cover these details is beyond the
scope of this thesis. For detailed explanation on perception principles, one could refer to
either of the following references: Colin Ware’s book titled ‘Information Visualization’ [84],
and Stephen Palmer’s book titled ‘Vision Science’ [85].

4.4. Interaction Techniques
Data interaction techniques are applied to the visualization to show different data
characteristics. One of the most popular interaction techniques is the ‘information seeking
mantra’ from Ben Shneiderman which includes – overview, zoom and details-on-demand.
Different techniques of interaction are shown below [18].

4.4.1. Zooming
Using this technique, a geometric scaling of the visualization is achieved. The zoom
operation performed by the user helps to gather more information about an area of interest.
For large datasets, the zoom feature helps to take a closer look at regions with dense
information overlay. This kind of zooming is referred to as ‘geometric zooming’. Zooming
where additional details related to the region are progressively revealed as one zooms in is
called ‘semantic zooming’.

4.4.2. Details-On-Demand
This feature helps to obtain additional information about an item of interest from the
dataset.
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4.4.3. Interactive Filtering
Using filtering mechanisms, all the interesting items are selected from the dataset. This
technique generates dynamic queries that can be applied to items within a visualization to
filter out uninteresting parts. A technique called ‘direct manipulation’ is useful in rapidly
filtering out and maintaining the data of interest in the view [86].

4.3.4. Brushing and Linking
This interaction technique supports data selection in one view and highlighting of related
data in the other view [87]. Multiple coordinated views are supported using this technique.
This technique shows the relationships among the items [53].

4.3.5. Distortion
This technique supports focus-and-context within visualizations. Global as well as local
views of the data are maintained at the same time [58]. Examples of distortion techniques
that supports local zooming while preserving the global context include: perspective wall
[88], bifocal display [89], graphical fish-eye [60]. etc.

4.5. Existing Information Visualization Taxonomies
This section reviews earlier attempts to map the structure of the information visualization
design space by means of taxonomy. Taxonomy helps to organize the information, so that it
can be better understood. Once again, it is worth mentioning that multiple definitions of
taxonomy exist, however the word ‘taxonomy’ used in this paper refers to the classification
of related techniques into a common category. Same techniques can be classified under two
different categories, if they satisfy the requirements of the category.
Prior taxonomies categorized information visualization techniques at different levels such
as: 1) data type representation level, 2) user task and data type level 3) visualization technique
level, 4) processing step level to obtain visualization and 5) the level of visual data analysis.
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Using the terminology introduced in section 2, details of the taxonomies are discussed below.
Techniques are categorized based on the demands of the tasks they best serve and the data
type they operate on.

4.5.1. Taxonomy of Data-Type Representation by Bertin
This early work by Bertin is based on data value and structure [90, 91]. It identifies two
forms of data: a) data value – which is data driven and specifically addresses a single issue at
the local level, and b) data structure – which is more conceptually driven and helps to
address the issue at the global level. Representation details for each form of data are covered
here.
A. Data value representation: In this representation, the data attributes are mapped onto
the available axes. For example, in a scatter-plot, two different data attributes define the axes.
The scatter-plot shows a local data relation at two attribute levels. Hence data value
representation is also referred to as the ‘low level view’ of the dataset. Data value
representation is used for representations of quantitative data type information.
B. Data structure representation: The representation of existing relations between
different

entities

of

the

dataset

reveals

the

structure

of

the

dataset.
X

Figure 17 shows five types of data representation which provide a global overview of the
X

dataset. In all these views, nodes represent data entities and lines show the relations between
data entities.

Figure 17: Five types of structural representation [91] © 1997 AMC, Inc.
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Distinct advantages are offered by different forms of data structure representation.
‘Rectilinear’ view shows the order as well as relations within data entities. In ‘Circular’ view,
the circular representation offers a compact view of the data at the cost of losing the data
order information. The ‘Ordered Patterns’ view shows the hierarchical structure of the
dataset. This view also shows the parent-child relation between the data. The ‘Unordered
Patterns’ view is a variant of the circular view. In this view, data entries are not arranged on
the circumference of the circle but are dispersed in the available space for display. The
advantage offered by this view is the ability to cluster similar data entries together. All the
above views are available to generate 2D data representations. But the last view,
‘Stereographs’ can be used to draw 3D data representations. This taxonomy was adopted as
a framework by other researchers to classify different types of data visualization, see section
4.1.

4.5.2. Taxonomy of Task by Data-Type by Ben Shneiderman
The Task by Data-Type taxonomy by Ben Shneiderman tries to establish a mapping
between different data types and user tasks [18, 92]. The taxonomy approach is guided by
visual design principles of overview first, followed by zoom and filter, and finally details on
demand. This visual design principle is commonly known as the ‘Information Seeking
Mantra’ [18]. Shneiderman’s taxonomy is particularly useful when designing user-interface
functionality to prune data based on data-type information.
Information seeking is a process of selecting items that satisfy values within a given set of
attributes. These attributes strongly reflect data type information. There are seven attribute
data type categories: 1-, 2-, 3-dimensional data, temporal data, n-dimensional data (n-D),
trees and network data. Detailed information for each data type was covered earlier in
section 3.1.
User tasks depend upon the data type information available within the dataset. User tasks
at a higher level of abstraction are divided into seven different categories: 1) Overview, 2)
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Zoom, 3) Filter, 4) Details-on-Demand (D-o-D), 5) Relate, 6) History and 7) Extract. These
user tasks are a subset of data interaction techniques covered in section 4.3.
A data overview helps to maintain a global overview of the dataset. It also helps to
identify the contextual relations between different entities. A detail-on-demand in global
view requires a local data zooming feature. Distortion techniques (section 4) can be used for
this purpose. An data overview helps to accomplish data driven user tasks such as: item
counts (1-dimensional data), number of adjacent items (2-dimensional data), identification of
data positions (3-dimensional data), identification of correlation (n-dimensional data),
identification of gaps (n-dimensional data), identification of outliers (n-dimensional data),
traversing paths (network data) and before and after events (temporal data) 3 . The zooming
TPF

FPT

technique (section 4) is particularly useful where the density of information displayed is high.
This data driven user task helps to identify the node-link relations (network data) and
eliminate occlusions (3-dimensional data). Filtering tasks applicable to different data types
are: identification of items with certain attributes (1-dimensional data), identification of
patterns (n-dimensional data) and clusters (n-dimensional data). The details-on-demand
technique becomes applicable at the local as well as the global level. At the local level,
details-on-demand provides all the information about a single entity. But at global level, it
helps in the identification of items with all their attributes (1-dimensional data and ndimensional data), identification of structural properties like: structure level information
(trees) and number of child nodes for a given parent node (1-dimensional data). The relate
technique helps to fulfill user tasks such as cluster identification (n-dimensional data),
containment of one item within another (2-dimensional data), node and link relations (tree
and network).
This taxonomy also includes some non-data interaction techniques as user tasks. The user
action tracking called ‘History’ can be used for undo, replay, and for progressive refinement
of data. This is a general purpose task that can be used to retrace the path taken. Logical
operators in combination with recorded history steps can be used as data filters. Another

3
TP

PT

Temporal variables are treated different from 1-dimensional data as they have a start time and

an end time.
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user task of data extraction provides a feature to save data. This task can be used to extract a
subset of data when large datasets are involved. Recursive use of this strategy on the data of
interest can help to reduce the data to a manageable size.

4.5.3. Taxonomy of Information Visualization Techniques by
Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay
This work by Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay extend Bertin’s earlier taxonomy of data
representation (section 4.5.1). This information visualization taxonomy [5] helps to group
different visualization techniques (section 4.1) based on the similarity of the underlying data.
Further, it highlights different data mappings used in different visualization techniques to
make sense of the data. The utility of this taxonomy is seen when it comes to understanding
the data type support offered by each visualization technique.
Visualizations are generated by mapping data in the form of marks (such as points, lines,
areas, surfaces or volumes or positions in space and time). These marks are utilized for
encoding data characteristics by varying their size, position, color gradient, connections, and
proximity. Data encodings in the form of marks are automatically processed₪ by our visual
U

UP

P

channels. The other form of data encoding uses text. These textual representations undergo
controlled processing₪ by our visual channels.
U

UP

P

Based on the data type information, marks and text are used to represent data. This
taxonomy compares different techniques that are covered in section 4.1. From the taxonomy,
it can be seen that all visualization techniques require some pre-processing stage to format
the data that has to be visualized. The taxonomy shows that most of the visualization
techniques differ, it can be clearly seen in the usage of marks and encoding formats. For
example, color is used to show different types of information in multi-dimensional scatterplots. On the other hand, color is used to show association information in the node-link
diagram.
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4.5.4. Taxonomy of Visualization Processing Steps by Ed Chi
Ed Chi’s taxonomy is based on processing operations required by different visualization
techniques [93]. The basis of this approach is the ‘Data State Model’ that describes the
process required for generating different visualizations [14, 94]. This taxonomy helps to
identify the common processing steps involved in generating different types of visualizations.
It is a good reference to identify common data pre-processing steps required for multiple
visualizations.
Within the ‘Data State Model’, the process of generating any visualization technique is
split into four data stages (value, analytical abstraction, visualization abstraction, and view),
three data transformation stages (data transformation, visualization transformation, and
visual mapping transformation) and four types of “within” stage operators (within value,
within analytical abstraction, within visualization abstraction and within view). Figure 18
X

X

shows the order of the processing steps. The data state model provides information about
data transformation that takes place from raw data to visualization. But it does not cover any
information about the data analysis techniques that are involved during any of the data
transformation process.

Figure 18: Data state model in information visualization [14], reproduced with permission from Ed Chi
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The work in section 4.5.3 is used as a foundation for this taxonomy. For each
visualization category, the process starts with raw data as input to the system. Based on the
data state model for each visualization category, data processing at each stage in the pipeline
is constructed. To facilitate understanding, different stages of the data state model are
combined into two main processing stages: ‘analytical process’ and ‘visualization process’ as
indicated in Figure 18.
X

X

For example, to generate a node-diagram (network) visualization, the analytical process is
comprised of extracting node information, linkage information from the original dataset and
transforming the data into graph or network format. At the visualization technique level, this
taxonomy covers details about representations adopted by different systems. The
visualization process information is very specific to a visualization application that is used to
represent the data. For example, the network display, GraphViz [95] uses different layout
algorithms to position data entries in the visualization. On the other hand, the SeeNet [96]
uses a matrix data representation format. Explanation at analytical and visualization process
level is available for different visualization techniques (section 4.1).

4.5.5. Taxonomy of Visual Data Analysis Techniques by Daniel
Keim
The most comprehensive taxonomy was introduced by Daniel Keim. It covers details about
different data types, visualizations, and interaction techniques [13, 97]. Figure 19 shows
X

X

different options available under each category along three orthogonal axes. This taxonomy
provides a good overview of information visualization techniques.
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Figure 19: Classification of information visualization techniques, adopted from [97] © 2002 IEEE

Available data types in visualization include: 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional, multidimensional, text and hypertext. Classification of temporal data as 1-dimensional data is the
only difference introduced by this taxonomy as compared to earlier ones covered in this
section [18].
A different set of visualization techniques is available through this taxonomy.
Visualization category name and different techniques classified under it are as follow:
standard 2D/3D, geometrically transformed displays, iconic displays, dense pixel displays
and stacked displays. Details of the different visualization techniques mentioned above were
covered earlier in section 4.1.
The data interaction and dynamically changing visualizations are based on user tasks.
Different interaction techniques are: dynamic projections, interactive filtering, zooming,
distortion, brushing and linking. Based on exploration support, categories of techniques are
discussed below.
A. Navigation techniques: This technique deals with the change of data projection on a
display screen. The ability to view data from different perspectives makes this technique
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ideal for multi-dimensional datasets. Dynamic projection, a popular navigation technique,
has been adopted in systems like XGobi [98].
B. View enhancement techniques: Exposure of data details and emphasis of data subsets
can be done using view enhancement techniques. Zooming is the most popular view
enhancement technique, e.g.: TableLens [58]. Distortion technique is an alternate view
enhancement technique e.g., Fisheye View [99]. View enhancement leads to the exposure of
relevant information. Hence this technique can also be used in interactive data filtering
operations.
C. Selection techniques: Highlighting, filtering and quantitative analysis are options
available through selection techniques. Interactive filtering process is a part of this technique.
Brushing and linking techniques are also a part of this technique.

4.6. Discussion
This section compares existing taxonomies. It includes a discussion about their major
contributions and omissions. Figure 20 shows that information space can be split into 5
X

X

distinct regions: data dimensions (section 3.1.C), user tasks (section 2.3), data analysis
techniques (section 3.2), data visualization techniques (section 4.1), and data interaction
techniques (section 4.4). The rectangular colored boxes show areas covered by different
taxonomies and the section number in which they are briefly discussed.

Figure 20: Coverage of previously established taxonomy
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The early taxonomy from Bertin (section 4.5.1) targeted the data visualization region at a
very fundamental level. It covered details about different forms of data representation based
on the data type information. The taxonomy also offers a basic framework to classify
different kinds of data representation. It further highlights distinct advantages offered by
different forms of visualization. But it lacks detailed classification for different kinds of
visualization techniques.
The taxonomy from Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay (section 4.5.2) extends the work of
Bertin by categorizing different visualization techniques into sub-categories based on the
data type they represent best. This categorization helps to easily identify different forms of
representation that can be used to show data characteristics. Although it shows a wide range
of visualization, it does not communicate any information related to what data
transformation is required to get a particular type of visualization.
The more recent taxonomy by Ed Chi (section 4.5.4) extends the taxonomy developed by
Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay to include details about processing steps needed to generate
different kinds of visualizations. The taxonomy offers an advantage in identifying common
steps required to generate visualizations. This taxonomy comes in handy when identifying
what visualizations can be generated using common data processing step.
The taxonomy from Ben Shneiderman (section 4.5.3) targets the user task area of
information space. But these tasks are more at a data interaction level. The interactions can
be mapped to data analysis goals to show what different user tasks can be accomplished. But
it fails to account for different visualization layout and data analysis techniques that can be
used for data representation.
The most current taxonomy for visual data analysis from Daniel Keim (section 4.5.5) is
the most comprehensive taxonomy. It covers more details about the latest visualizations and
interaction techniques. It extends the taxonomy by Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay (section
4.5.2) to include new types of visualization techniques that are not covered in the previous
taxonomies.
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Figure 20 shows the coverage areas of prior taxonomies. It can be seen that none of the
X

X

prior taxonomies covered information about data analysis techniques. No existing taxonomy
links data analysis techniques to data visualization techniques. Further, bridging analysis and
visualization techniques is only useful if it matches the user requirements. The DA-Vis
taxonomy proposed by current research fills in this void. It shows a taxonomy of
complementary data analysis and data visualization techniques that can be used together to
meet the user task requirements. Details of the DA-Vis taxonomy are covered in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Coupled Data Analysis and Visualization
Taxonomy (DA-Vis)
This chapter presents the centerpiece of this thesis: DA-Vis Taxonomy interlinking
analysis and visualization techniques. Given the scope of this work, see Figure 1, the DA-Vis
X

X

taxonomy will be restricted to commonly used techniques of analysis and visualization in ndimensional and network datasets.
The visual layout schema adopted for the new coupled taxonomy is shown in Figure 21.
X

X

Within the schema, the top level (level 1) includes information about the primary goals.
Level 2 includes information on specific data analysis tasks to be undertaken. Based on the
available data type information, level 3 indicates different techniques for data analysis and
visualization. Within each specific task (level 2), data analysis techniques are arranged based
on the complexity involved in performing a given data analysis technique. The techniques
are shown under the ‘Data Analysis Methods’ column. Also given at level 3 under the
‘Visualization Layout’ column are different visualization techniques which can be used to
represent results from data analysis. Further, based on the selected visualization technique,
different visual mappings become appropriate. These visual mappings are shown under the
‘Visual Mapping’ column.
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Figure 21: New coupled DA-Vis taxonomy layout schema

Within the DA-Vis taxonomy, a pathway is defined as ‘a choice of data analysis goals
(level 1), specific data analysis tasks (level 2), and identified data analysis methods,
visualization layouts, and visualization mappings that can be used to accomplish the user
task’.
The visual representation language in Figure 21 is used to generate a taxonomy for
X

X

different data analysis goals such as: identifying associations (Figure 22), identifying patterns
X

X

(Figure 23), identifying trends (Figure 24), identifying clusters (Figure 25), extract important
X

X

X

X

X

X

data dimensions/linkages (Figure 26), and detect structural patterns (Figure 27). All these
X

X

X

X

data analysis goals have been covered in section 3.3.
A user’s task is specific. For example, the task could be to find the correlations between
two data objects A and B. This task falls under a broader category called ‘identifying
associations’ which is one of the primary tasks of data analysis (section 3). The new coupled
taxonomy embeds information at both primary task level and specific task level. Availability
of this information helps the user to quickly identify the primary task as well as to acquire a
list of data analysis techniques that can be used to obtain results. Based on the data analysis
goal, the DA-Vis coupled taxonomy classifies different data analysis techniques that can be
applied to both n-dimensional and network data types.
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5.1. Identifying Associations
Figure 22 shows the taxonomy to ‘identify associations’. The diagram gives one a quick
X

X

overview of the available data analysis techniques. The diagram also includes data type level
information that would be supported by a given analysis technique. For example, Figure 22
X

X

shows that associations in n-dimensional data can be determined using any of the three
specific tasks: 1) finding data correlations, 2) computing linkages and 3) establishing
semantic linkages. In turn, each of the specific tasks show available data analysis techniques.
Data analysis techniques that help to determine co-citations are categorized under ‘compute
linkage strength’ because their metric is based on the number of paper citations (linkages) for
a given paper. However, for network data, linkage information is available. Hence no special
data analysis technique is required to compute linkage information.

Figure 22: Data analysis and visualization coupled taxonomy to identify data association
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Further, Figure 22 also shows a tight coupling between the data analysis techniques and
X

X

data visualization techniques. Only those visualization techniques that can be used to
generate meaningful visualizations from the suggested data analysis techniques are covered.
For n-dimensional data, many-to-many relationships exist among data entries. Among the
visualization techniques, matrix and network based visualization techniques can be used to
show associations among n-dimensional data. Depending upon the choice of the
visualization technique, different visual mapping properties are deployed to communicate
association information. For example, in matrix visualizations, associations among data
entities are often indicated by cell color. In network visualizations, the proximity of points in
the layout and the connections among data entries communicate basic associations.
Information related to the strength of association can be encoded using other visual
mapping as shown in Figure 22.
X

X

5.2. Identifying Patterns
Figure 23 shows the sub-taxonomy to ‘Identifying Patterns’. Different user tasks that
X

X

support the identification of patterns include: data ordering, pruning time-series (sequential)
data, using data correlation, and clustering. Corresponding data analysis tasks along with
complementary visualization techniques are shown under respective columns.
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Figure 23: Data analysis and visualization coupled taxonomy to identify patterns

5.3. Identifying Trends
X

Figure 24 shows the taxonomy to ‘Identifying Trends’. Depending upon the data type,
X

X

different specific user tasks are shown in the taxonomy. The data trends are identified based
on their occurrence, data selection, and data activity. Depending upon the user task, different
data analysis methods can be used. Based on the results of the data analysis, complementary
visualization techniques can be used. For example, to visualize the results of the burst
detection algorithm, one can use a 2D histogram. But, if the burst time period has to be
visualized then, 2D floating bars become an ideal visualization option to show patterns of
different burst activity for an identified burst item.
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Figure 24: Data analysis and visualization coupled taxonomy to identify trends

5.4. Identify Clusters
Figure 25 shows the taxonomy to ‘Identify Clusters’. Clusters in the dataset can be
X

X

identified based on the data entity position, by data partition, and data hierarchy. All
identified user tasks make use of nominal n-dimensional (n-D) data. To identify clusters
based on the data entity position, a similarity measure needs to be computed among data
entities of a dataset. The data analysis method column indicates different data analysis
methods available to compute similarity strength. Further, a force directed layout algorithm
can be used to position similar data entities in close vicinity of each other to be identified as
a cluster.
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Figure 25: Data analysis and visualization coupled taxonomy to identify clusters

5.5. Extract Important Data Dimensions/Linkages
Figure 26 identifies dimensionality reduction techniques to capture important data
X

X

dimensions during data analysis operations on nominal n-dimensional data. For network data,
threshold operation can be performed only when linkage strength information is available. If
linkage strength information is not available then, techniques like betweenness centrality, and
pathfinder network scaling can be used to identify important data linkages in a network.

5.6. Detect Structural Patterns
Figure 27 shows the taxonomy to ‘detect structural patterns’ in network data. Common
X

X

specific user tasks are identified. Based on the user task, an appropriate data analysis
technique can be identified in the data analysis method column. Complementary
visualization techniques are given in the visualization layout column.
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Figure 26: Data analysis and visualization coupled taxonomy to extract important data
dimensions/linkages

Figure 27: Data analysis and visualization coupled taxonomy to detect structural patterns
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Chapter 6

Validation: Using DA-Vis Taxonomy to
Develop New Visualizations
This chapter applies the DA-Vis taxonomy to two application domains: ‘Computational
Diagnostics’ and ‘Knowledge Management’. For each application domain, the data analysis
goals and user task abstractions are identified. Next, the DA-Vis taxonomy is used to select
valid pathways.

6.1. Computational Diagnostics
Clinical trials are common in medical domain to identify potential new treatment for
different diseases. During clinical trials, new drugs are tested to study their effects. From the
selected patient group, variations in patient responses to new drug treatment are captured to
evaluate the effects of the drug under different medical conditions. A comparison of the
patient responses helps to identify the patient medical conditions under which the drug
performs better. For the comparison, the user needs to have a global overview of the patient
medical conditions, and a means to quickly identify the patients with positive or negative
side-effects.
Computational diagnostics focuses on the development of novel computational
techniques to look at medical data. The goal is to help identify characteristic patterns in
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patient medical data based on clinical trials or treatment information. Other data such as
census data can be added as well. Ability to compare patterns and variation in medical
condition of patients helps to identify customized treatment for patients with almost
identical medical conditions.
Subsequently, the computational diagnostics approach is being applied to medical records
of acute lymphoblastic leukemia patients (ALL). The goal of the computational diagnostics
approach and other details related to ALL dataset are covered below.

6.1.1. Data Analysis Goal
The main analysis goal is to identify medical conditions that cause a relapse₪ in acute
U

UP

P

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) patients. Sometimes patients share almost same medical
condition, but when undergoing the same medical treatment one patient survives while the
other one dies. As their medical conditions look identical, it is difficult to quickly identify
data characteristics or combination of data characteristics that cause relapse in a subset of
the patient group which is subjected to similar medical treatment.
To help identify data characteristics that causes relapse, the envisioned computational
diagnostics tool must provide a global overview; ability to align patients adjacent to each
other for comparison; provide the ability to quickly identify patterns among data variables;
facilitate the observation of a selected group of patients as groups to compare trends, etc. By
adopting an approach to develop interactive visualization tools, all of the above requirements
can be met. Hence, a data visualization based computational diagnostic tool is envisioned.

6.1.2. User Task Abstraction
The data analysis goal to identify factors that causes relapse in patients is very general. To
accomplish this goal, several related questions serve as user tasks. The questions are covered
in the first column of Table 1. The second column from Table 1 shows the mapping
X

X

X

X

between the user tasks and different primary data analysis goals, see section 3.3. The third
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column from Table 1 shows specific data analysis goals that will help to meet demands of
X

X

the user task.
From Table 1, it can be seen that task 7 and task 9 can be accomplished by user
X

X

interaction. In performing the different user tasks, the motive is also to keep a global
overview of the dataset.
Table 1: Mapping of user tasks to data analysis task for medical dataset

User Tasks
1. Can we get an overview of all patient
medical condition that are a part of the
dataset?
2. Is it possible to identify patients with the
worst values at a variable level?
3. Is it possible to identify patients with the
overall worst medical conditions?
4. Do the patients who are either dead/alive
share common medical conditions for some
variables?
5. Can we have a demographic distribution of
medical conditions for all patients in the
dataset?
6. Is there a correlation between different
variables available within a medical dataset?
7. Can we get a
phenotype/prognostic/combo view of the
patient values?
8. Can we identify groups of patients who
share similar trends across multiple
variables?
9. Can we compare the trends seen in two
patient groups?
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Primary Data
Analysis Goal
-

Specific Data
Analysis Goal
Global overview

Identify Patterns

Find Order

Identify Patterns

Find Order

Identify
Associations

Find Correlation

Identify Trends

Find Occurrence

Identify
Associations
-

Find Correlation

Identify Trends

Show Trend

Identify Trends

Show Selected
Groups

Toggle Between
Views

6.1.3. Dataset Details
The medical records include patients diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
at Indiana University in the time-period 1992-2005. The medical data contains different
category variables of patients such as:
A. Clinical data and laboratory data [Source: Regenstrief Medical Records System]
Patient variables: haemoglobin (Hgb), white blood cells (WBC), platelets (PLT), CNS
diseases (CNS), relapse condition, relapse site, last day known alive (LDKA), diagnostic age
(ageDx), blast % readings for day 7, and day 14 in response to treatment.
B. Cytogenetics data [Source: clinical genetic database at Indiana University]
Patient variables: genetic category (chromosomal state), chromosomal structural defect
information.
C. Immunophenotype data [Source: pathology database at Indiana University]
Patient variables: B-cell/T-cell lineage condition.
D. Patient demographics [Source: Census data]
Patient variables: gender, race or ethnic background, family income, educational
level, %single family and %employment.
Some of the variables identified above (A-D) act as primary sources of information and
are of interest to doctors. These variables along with their categories and information
sources are listed below. Detailed descriptions of medical variables are available in Appendix
III.
Further, to facilitate easy communication of variable information to doctors, it becomes
important to know how they perceive the information. Through communication with a
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doctor, it was known that doctors try to gain insight about patient condition by analyzing
variable information using different categories and associated variables such as:
A. Outcome
Patient Variables: relapse, relapse site, alive/death status, and LDKA.
B. Biology
Patient Variables: immunophenotype, genetic condition, WBC, Hgb, platelets, and CNS.
C. Host
Patient Variables: diagnostic age (ageDx), gender, and race.
D. Treatment
Patient Variables: BM 7, and BM 14.
E. Social Factors
Patient Variables: MFI-class, patient’s education level, percentage of single family members
and percentage of family employment.
By communication with the doctor, it was also known that viewing the data at two levels
(phenotype and prognosis) would help the doctors gain better insight into the patient
condition during diagnosis. In phenotype view, the variables shown are independent of other
variables, so henceforth these variables are referred to as ‘independent variables’. On the
other hand, in prognosis view the variable value is dependent on other variables and hence
these variables are henceforth referred to as ‘dependent variables’.
In the phenotype view, the display shows most data in its raw format. In this view, the
patient medical condition is indicated by ‘hazard ratio’, which is based on the patient age.
But the hazard values are only available for some variables (WBC, Hgb, platelets). Higher
values of hazard ratio indicate a worse condition for a given patient. More information
related to hazard values for different variables is available in Appendix IV.
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The prognostic view gives information about the event free survival percentage (%EFS)
of the patient. The %EFS is another indicator of the patient medical condition. Lower values
for %EFS indicate critical patient conditions while higher values indicate that the patient is
in a healthy condition and less likely to relapse. The %EFS conditions differ for different
variables. Details about the %EFS values applicable to known variables are given in
Appendix IV.

6.1.4. Task Based Application of DA-Vis Taxonomy
Based on the data analysis tasks, pathways from the coupled DA-Vis taxonomy are
identified. The initial step of identifying a taxonomy pathway is based on the user task that
needs to be supported. A generalization of the user tasks (see Table 1) to a primary data
X

X

mining task helps to identify the sub-taxonomy that can be used. Identified pathways that
meet the user requirements are shown below:
Task 1: Ordering to see patterns

Figure 28: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to order data

Task 2: Find correlations

Figure 29: Pathway form DA-Vis taxonomy to find correlation in data
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Task 3: See trend based on selection

Figure 30: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify trends by data selection

Task 4: See distribution based on trends within the dataset

Figure 31: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify trends based on data occurrence

By mapping user goals to pathways in the DA-Vis taxonomy, appropriate techniques are
identified as shown. The identified pathways show that both matrix and parallel coordinate
visualizations are needed to satisfy the user task requirements. The matrix view provides a
good overview and serves as an easy way to communicate associations, and patterns. On the
other hand, the parallel coordinate view shows data in the form of lines. In the real world,
we are trained to see the trend in the form of a line (e.g.: business profit charts). The parallel
coordinate makes use of lines to represent different values of a data entity to see the trend in
the data.

6.1.5. Visual Design
Using the DA-Vis taxonomy, matrix and parallel coordinate visualization techniques were
identified. In this section, we cover details about mapping the data characteristics onto these
two visualizations. The system architecture that is used to support coordinated viewing of
the medical data is also presented.
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6.1.5.1. Matrix Visualization
The matrix view is used to visualize patient data. In this view, the patient study-ids are
mapped to columns and different patient variables are shown as individual rows. The
independent variables (phenotype) and dependent variables (prognosis) data are represented
in the form of matrix cell color. Two different color palates are used within the view to
distinguish between phenotype and prognosis variables. Patient severity condition for
individual variable types can be inferred using colors from respective palates.
X

Figure 32 shows the phenotype view, Figure 33 shows the prognosis view of the dataset,
X

X

X

X

and Figure 34 shows integrated view representing variables with either phenotype or
X

X

prognosis conditions.

Figure 32: Phenotype view of the patient medical dataset

Figure 33: Prognosis view of the patient medical dataset
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Figure 34: Combined phenotype and prognosis view of the patient medical dataset

A. Data Mapping
A blue to green color gradient is used to map phenotype data values. Blue is used to
represent bad medical conditions while green is used to indicate good medical conditions.
In the prognosis matrix view, the derived variables are shown using red-to-gray-to-green
color gradient scale. In this case, red color indicates the worst medical condition. The
medical condition severity decreases as the saturation of red decreases. Color gradient range
and associated event free survival percent (%EFS) severity are shown in Table 2.
X

X

Table 2: Color range and associated %EFS condition

Color Range

%EFS

Patient Condition

Red gradient

0 – 39

worse

High

Gray gradient

40 – 89

commonly seen

Moderate

Green gradient

90 – 100

better

Low

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

Risk of Relapse
U

B. Usage for Data Interpretation
The color coding supports the easy identification of patients with similar medical
conditions. The distribution of data values is an indicator of the general trends. For the
medical dataset, unique occurrences of individual values are computed. Depending upon the
view (phenotype or prognosis), the values are binned into different value ranges and a color
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is assigned to them. The matrix view here is also used to support user tasks such as sorting
and detecting patterns.
The sorting functionality is used to reorder patient data in the matrix view. Depending on
the data values, matrix cells are rearranged in increasing or decreasing order. This
functionality helps to determine different groups of patients who share similar medical
conditions.

6.1.5.2. Parallel Coordinate Visualization
A parallel coordinate visualization was generated using an open source program called
‘Parvis’ [100]. Modifications needed at axes level to optimize the parallel coordinate view for
diagnosis purpose are covered below. The modified parallel coordinate view is shown in
Figure 35.
X

X

A. Data Mapping
Primarily, the parallel coordinate view is used to show quantitative data. But the view
shown in Figure 35 is modified to handle both nominal and quantitative data values. For
X

X

example, variable ‘Relapse Site’ includes data values such as: BM, BM combined,
CNS/Testis, and no relapse. The nominal values are shown as separate regions on the
respective axes. Similarly, other data variables with nominal data values include: relapse,
deceased, immunophenotype, genetic category, CNS, race, BM 7, BM 14, family income, and
education.
On the other hand, quantitative data variable values are arranged with increasing values
from bottom to the top of the axis. Quantitative variables include: LDKA, WBC, Hgb,
platelets, ageDx, single family percentile, and employment percentile. Value markings are
made on axes with quantitative values to help visually separate patients with higher and
lower variable values.
Additional information on severity values for different variables is overlaid in the form of
gray boxes. For nominal variables, rectangular gray boxes are used. Triangular gray boxes are
used to indicate severity levels for quantitative variables. Special treatment is used for WBC
71

Figure 35: Parallel coordinate visualization for acute lymphoblastic leukemia dataset
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variables because patients’ value can range from 1000 to 50,000. To show the entire
spectrum of values shown on the WBC axis, a log scale is used. All numerical values are
mapped with lower numerical value variable at the bottom and the higher numerical value at
the top of the axes.
B. User Data Interaction & Usage in Data Interpretation
Figure 39 shows data in the parallel coordinate view. The axes represent different
X

X

diagnostic variables (both nominal and quantitative). Within the view, each patient is
represented by a line. The patient value for a variable is indicated by the point of intersection
of the patient line along each variable axis. The initial arrangement of axes is identical to the
order available in the matrix view. But the order of axes in parallel coordinate view can be
changed. Different order lead to different patterns in the parallel coordinates view. For
example, Figure 36 shows a unique line pattern that is created when axes: (A) relapse
X

X

(months), (B) LDKA, and (C) genetic category are in the order ABC. For axes arrangement
as BAC; see Figure 37, a different line pattern is created by the same dataset. An axes
X

X

arrangement of CAB brings forth another line pattern; see Figure 38. Thus, similar
X

X

arrangement of other axes in the parallel coordinate view would reveal different data patterns.
The user can place different axes closer together to closely study the correlations between
values of different data variables.

Figure 36: Parallel coordinate view to show data line pattern with selected axes order as A, B and C
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Figure 37: Parallel coordinate view to show data line pattern with selected axes order as B, A, and C

Figure 38: Parallel coordinate view to show data line pattern with selected axes order as C, A, and B

Figure 39 shows 81 patients (lines) with 19 different variables (axes) each. Line segments
X

X

with dark color indicate that there are many patients who share the same trend. To show the
line for a single patient, a mouse-hover event was implemented. When the cursor hovers
over a line, the specific patient line is highlighted in red color. For example, in Figure 39 the
X

X

line highlighted in red shows the trend for patient with a study id of 314.

Figure 39: Parallel coordinate view showing data for 81 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia
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a. Tool-tip display to show diagnostic values of the selected patient
The tool-tip display can be activated by check-box selection in the interface. When the
cursor hovers over a line and the tool-tip display check-box is selected, then values for the
specific patient are shown to the right of each axis. For example, in Figure 40, the tool-tip
X

X

displays values for the patient with the study id of 314.

Figure 40: Parallel coordinate with tool-tips showing data for a single patient

b. Display axes-labels to mark different regions/values along axes
The axis labels can be displayed on demand for each displayed axis. For axes representing
quantitative data, numerical values are shown. On the other hand for axes showing nominal
data, data-labels are displayed. The axis labels act as landmarks to obtain an overview of the
data distribution for the data being displayed in the parallel coordinate view, see Figure 41.
X

Figure 41: Parallel coordinate view with axis labels
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X

c. Display zones to show severity values for different variables
For some diagnostic variables, potentially harmful value ranges have been identified.
These ranges can be shown by displaying zones along the axes shown in the parallel
coordinate view, see Figure 42. User-interaction is provided to turn on/off the severity
X

X

zones from the display. Triangular shaped zones are used to show severity along axes
showing quantitative variables (e.g., Hgb in Figure 42). The increasing width of the triangle is
X

X

used to show that increase in variable value caused increase in severity. The rectangular
shaped zones are used to show the constant severity along axes showing nominal data (e.g.,
BM14 in Figure 42).
X

X

Figure 42: Parallel coordinate view showing regions with severity value

d. Axis selection to study global variations in patient values
To show the trend in patient lines based on a single variable selection, a single axis
selection feature is included. A mouse double-click action is used as a user interaction to
select one axis at a time. The selected axis variable name is highlighted in blue to clearly
distinguish it from the other axes. Based on the values along the selected axis, patient lines
are color coded on a red-to-green gradient. Higher values are indicated in red, a gradient is
used for intermediate value range, and green color is used to indicate the lower range values.
For example, in Figure 43 patient lines are color-coded based on the ‘LDKA’ values. The
X

X

color established based on the selected axis are maintained across different axes in the entire
view. This feature offers the ability to study the global variation in patient data based on the
selected axis values.
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Figure 43: Patient lines highlighted based on selected axis (LDKA) in parallel coordinate view (81
patients shown)

e. Select and categorize patients as a group
To identify the trend in values for a group of patients, the brushing functionality can be
used to select a group of patients. Figure 44 shows a group of patients selected by brushing
X

X

along the ‘AgeDx’ axis.

Figure 44: Parallel coordinate view shows the selected patients as a group

f. Simultaneously display groups of patients to study their variation
Using the brushing functionality, two groups of patients can be selected. Differently
stroked and colored lines are used to clearly distinguish the two groups. The two groups can
be saved as ‘selected groups’ using the GUI interface. Further, different combinations of
groups from the saved selection can be combined together by keeping the ‘Shift’ key pressed
and selecting the groups from the selected group panel. Figure 45 and Figure 46 show the
X
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X

X

X

selection of patient lines as group 1 and group 2 respectively. Figure 47 shows a view where
X

X

two group of patients are displayed simultaneously. This feature of the ability to display
multiple prior selected groups is useful when comparing trends across different groups.

Figure 45: Patient lines identified as group 1

Figure 46: Patient lines identified as group 2

Figure 47: Simultaneous views of group 1 and group 2
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6.1.6. System Architecture for Coordinated Viewing of Medical
Dataset
The patient data that is shown in matrix view and parallel coordinated view is stored in a
MS-Access database. The system architecture that is used to query the database, to acquire
and parse the results, to apply conditional transformations, and to generate visualizations
(matrix visualization and parallel coordinate visualization) is described below. Further, it is
important to interlink the matrix and parallel coordinate visualization as each view offers a
distinct advantage. The matrix visualization is helpful when quickly determining patterns in
the dataset. The parallel coordinate visualization is useful when checking trends in patients
or patient groups. The system architecture also describes details related to the coupling of
matrix and the parallel coordinated view. The schematic representation of the system
architecture is shown in Figure 48.
X

X

Figure 48: System architecture of the designed computational diagnostic application

The application being developed is based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design
pattern. The above diagram shows three views that were implemented – matrix view, parallel
coordinate view, and timeline view. The matrix and parallel view are covered in the subsection above. The timeline view is used to show the progression of certain variables over
time. The timeline view is included to show the complete system architecture diagram but it
will not be implemented as a part of the thesis.
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The MVC design pattern helps to cleanly separate objects into three categories - the
model is used for maintaining the data, the view is used for data display, and the controller is
used to handle events that affect the model and the view.
To generate the matrix visualization, user interactions to display different kinds of data
(phenotype and/or prognosis) at variable level are captured by the controller for the matrix
view. As different variable information is available in different database tables, the database
query must be specific. Depending upon the variable data to be accessed, the database query
controller issues specific SQL queries to query the database and get results. Each variable
data results are in turn passed across to database result parsers. The result parsers include
variable conditions level information to prune individual data and store it as a database
model. When all variable data is available, then the matrix controller uses the matrix view to
create the desired view (phenotype/prognosis/combined view). Depending upon the user
requirements to visualize phenotype or prognosis data at variable level, the individual matrix
cells are color coded with different color codes depending upon their data values.
To generate a parallel coordinate view, it is important to identify different variable data
type information (numerical or categorical). This identification is important as parallel
coordinate supports viewing of only numerical data. To support the viewing of quantitative
information in parallel coordinate view, specific conditions are written in MS-access database
to transform categorical data into numerical data. The transformed numerical data for all
patient variables are obtained and a parallel coordinate data model is constructed. The
parallel coordinate view is used to display the data. Different user interactions are captured
by the controller to make relevant changes in the dataset.
To interlink the matrix and parallel coordinate view, a data selection tracker is introduced
in matrix view. The tracker keeps track of the selected patients in the matrix view. The
selected patient information is passed across to the parallel coordinate view where the
selected patient line is highlighted.

The patient selection in the matrix view and

corresponding highlighting of patient line in parallel coordinate view is shown in Figure 49.
X
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6.1.7. User Case Scenario for Multiple Coordinated Views
The user case scenario describes the use of the matrix view and the parallel coordinate
view to work in unison to provide different perspective for the same acute lymphoblastic
leukemia dataset. Individually both views display data in their own format.
The goal here is to simultaneously view selected patient data in both views. To
accomplish this, the user selects a patient of interest by mouse double-click action on the
patient’s study id. The action pops up a color swatch to select a color for the patient. The
selected color is used as a background color for the study id of the patent in matrix view to
visually distinguish the selected patient study id from the other selection, see Figure 49-A.
X

X

The same color code is used to highlight the patient line in parallel coordinate view, see
Figure 49-B.
X

X

(A)

(B)

Figure 49: Multiple coordinated view showing selected patients and respective color codes in (A)
matrix view and (B) parallel coordinated view
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6.1.8. Insight Offered by the Computational Diagnostic Tool
The computational diagnostic tool can be used in the study of patient clinical trials. The
tool supports ‘Evidence Based Medicine’ (EBM) – a new paradigm in medical practice.
Wikipedia defines EBM as ‘the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best
evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients’ [101].
By using the designed tool, the medical practitioner can load the clinical trial data. The
matrix view provides a global overview and also provides a quick way of looking at patterns
in the data. With color codes, patients with the worst values can easily be identified from the
rest of the population in the dataset. The parallel coordinate offers a quick overview of the
patient data distribution. In-built interactivity helps in data exploration of a single patient or
group of patients.
The multiple coordinated views provide a medical practitioner with different perspectives
of the same data. From a diagnostics perspective, the medical practitioner gains insight about
data variations among selected patients. The matrix view helps to quickly identify similar
patterns and worst case conditions. On the other hand, the parallel coordinate view helps to
quickly identify and compare trends shared by groups of patients. So the matrix view and
parallel coordinate view complement each other to help the medical practitioners gain quick
insight about the data.
The existing tool template can be expanded to incorporate medical details that would
help in the study of other clinical trials. Examples of clinical trials are: cardiology patient
datasets; behavioral science data studies of the correlation between smoking and diabetics,
etc.

6.2. Knowledge Management
The information age has led to the explosive growth of new data. Traditional methods are
still being used to prune and sift through the data. But the use of traditional methods makes
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it difficult to keep the pace with the information growth. In the scientific domain, it becomes
increasingly difficult to get a global overview of the entire dataset.
The knowledge domain visualization (KDVs) is an emerging field of study that helps to
generate maps to show the structure and evolution of a field. KDVs help to obtain a global
overview of the dataset which shows the structure and evolution of a scientific field. KDVs
use sophisticated data analysis and visualization techniques to identify major research areas,
subject domain experts, institutions, grants, publications, etc.
As KDVs provides a global overview of the dataset. They help to quickly identify the area
of interest. Rather than sifting through the entire dataset for the desired information, the
KDVs knowledge maps exploit the power of human vision and spatial cognition to help
humans mentally organize, electronically access, and manage large complex information
spaces. The visualizations offer a unique advantage in organizing and managing information.
Using these kinds of knowledge management techniques, one can use existing knowledge to
study the diffusion of knowledge among institutions, potential collaborators for a given
subject domain, effect of institution proximity for knowledge transfer, etc. The use of KDVs
to study a dataset comprising 20 years of published papers in PNAS journal is covered below.

6.2.1. Data Analysis Goal
The goal behind the analysis of the PNAS dataset is to identify the major topics and
trends in biomedical research from the 20 years time-slice between1982 - 2002 of published
literature.

6.2.2. User Task Abstraction
The list of questions that are targeted towards answering the data analysis goals are
covered in the first column of Table 3. The second column shows the mapping between the
X

X

user tasks and primary data analysis goals. The third column shows specific data analysis
goals that will help to meet the demands of the user task.
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Table 3: Mapping of user tasks to data analysis task for PNAS dataset

User Tasks

a. To identify trends in research of hot
topics in the given time frame.
b. To identify the burst of research
topics in the given time frame.
c. To identify relations between hot
topics and burst research topics.
d. To view the change of focus in
certain areas (dynamics) of the
bioscience domain during the 20
year time period.

Primary Data

Specific Data

Analysis Goals

Analysis Goals

Identify Trends

Determine
occurrence
Identify data
activity
Identify linkages

Identify Trends
Identify Association
Identify Trends

Identify data
activity

6.2.3. Dataset Details
The Proceedings of National Academy of Science (PNAS) is one of the most
distinguished journals. It publishes new research in the biomedical domain. The PNAS
dataset used for analysis includes a 20 year time slice (1982-2001) dataset of published
biomedical literature [102]. The dataset includes information about different fields like: title,
keywords, journal number, issue number, etc. From all these fields, the title and keyword
variables are a primary focus during our analysis.
The original dataset consists of 47,073 published articles. Assuming that highly cited work
will include information about major topics and trends, a data subset containing top 10% of
the most highly cited publications were considered for data analysis. After excluding papers
without titles, the final dataset considered for analysis consisted of 4,699 papers.

6.2.4. Task Based Application of DA-Vis Taxonomy
In this section, the identified data analysis tasks are mapped onto the new DA-Vis
taxonomy to identify techniques needed to accomplish the user task. The identified pathways
are shown below.
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Task 1: Identify topic frequency to see the trend over the years (multiple values are available
as the word frequency is computed for each year).

Figure 50: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify trend by occurrence of data

Task 2: Identify data activity

Figure 51: Pathway for DA-Vis taxonomy to identify trend by data activity

Task 3: Identify linkages is to determine association among topics

Figure 52: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify association based on linkage strength

Based on the taxonomy, the frequency distribution of research topics over time can be
visualized using a line plot. The data analysis method for detecting bursts is the ‘Burst
Detection Algorithm’. Further, co-occurrence similarity can be used to identify linkages.
The original network visualization generated based on co-occurrence similarity results
shows 1,082 non-zero entries characterizing the complex co-occurrence relationships among
the top 50 bursty research topics. The resulting visualization was very cluttered. Therefore an
alternative goal was adopted to generate a visualization where only the meaningful relations
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in co-word space were preserved. The DA-Vis taxonomy shows the pathfinder network
scaling (Pfnet) algorithm as a data analysis technique that can be applied to accomplish the
data analysis goal. The selected pathway from the new coupled DA-Vis taxonomy is shown
below.
Task 4: Identify meaningful associations

Figure 53: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify important data linkages based on meaningful
pathways

6.2.5. Visual Design
Using the taxonomy, it was identified that a 2D Line plot can be used to show trends in
popular topics which were determined based on their frequency count. Further, a network
visualization can be used to display topical burst information and semantic linkages between
high frequency topical keywords and bursty keywords. The trend in top 10 high frequency
topical research keywords in the time frame 1982-2001 is shown as 2D plot in Figure 54. In
X

X

the graph, each line is used to represent the value of the number of occurrence of high
frequency keyword for each year. The network visualization technique was adopted to
simultaneously display the results of the PFnet algorithm and the Burst detection algorithm.
The network visualization is generated using a force-directed 2D graph layout algorithm
called Fruchterman–Reingold, see section 4.
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Figure 54: Frequency count for the most frequently used words in the top 10% of most highly cited
PNAS publications from 1982 to 2001, adopted from [102]

Nodes in the network visualization show 50 high frequency and bursting research words.
Within the visualization, the size of the node circle corresponds to the maximum burst level
this word achieved from the burst analysis [34]. Color coding is used to denote the years in
which the word was used most often as well as the year of the maximum burst. Five time
durations and respective colors were used: 1982–1985, green; 1986–1989, yellow; 1990–
1993, orange; 1994–1997, red; and 1998–2001, black. The year of the maximum frequency
and the starting year of the first burst of this word were decoded by circle border colors and
inner circle area colors, respectively. For example, the word molecular sequence data,
represented by a large circle with an orange inner area and a red ring, showed the highest,
large burst between 1990 and 1993 and had a high frequency of usage in the later years
1994–1997. Edge thickness is proportional to the number of word co-occurrences. The
resulting network visualization is shown in Figure 55.
X

X
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Figure 55: Co-word space of the top 50 highly frequent and bursty words used in the top 10% most
highly cited PNAS publications in 1982–2001, adopted from [102]

6.2.6. Insight Offered by the Knowledge Management Viz.
The knowledge management visualization (see Figure 55) offers a global view of the
X

X

dataset. Such a global view provides insight about key research areas in the domain. Further,
it offers insight into how research in a particular area benefits other research domains or
helps in the emergence of new research areas. By using time as one of the variable, one is
able to identify the peak activity year of different research topics. Similar to Figure 55,
X

X

knowledge management visualizations can be generated for different datasets to represent
information in an effective and simple format.
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Chapter 7

Validation: Using DA-Vis Taxonomy to
Categorize and Describe Prior Work
This chapter demonstrates the utility of the DA-Vis taxonomy in categorizing and
describing scholarly published work. For datasets from different subject domains, the
taxonomy helps to describe data analysis and visualization techniques that meet user insight
needs.

7.1. Identify Related Research Areas in Animal Behavior
Domain
Goal: To identify semantic relationships among prominent research areas in animal behavior
research across a 40 year time slice [103].
Data Analysis Technique Used: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
Visualization Technique Used: Network Visualization.
Data Analysis Details: Titles and keyword information of animal behavior publications
were used to identify the semantic associations between different trends in animal behavior
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research. LSA was used to obtain semantic linkages among title words and other keywords.
The results were visualized using Kamada-Kawaii network layout algorithm to communicate
relation between keywords.
User Task Abstraction: The user task to identify relations among research areas can be
abstracted to the identification of associations. In this particular case, the areas of research
have to be semantically related to obtain a meaningful interpretation. Hence, it can be
inferred that one needs to find semantic linkages between research areas.
Identified Pathway from DA-Vis Taxonomy

Figure 56: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify associations based on semantic linkages

Visual Design Application: In the network visualization, topics are shown by nodes.
Edges indicate semantic relations lies between topics. Using the Kamada-Kawaii algorithm
ensures that nodes with higher semantic similarity are placed closer to each other. Figure 57
X

X

shows the resulting visualization of major topics in animal behavior research during the
time-period 1991-1992.
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Visualization:

Figure 57: Association between topics in animal behavior research for time period 1991-1992, adopted
from [103], reproduced with permission from Elsevier 4
TPF

FPT

7.2. Mapping Melanoma Research
Goal: Based on published research on melanoma, identify the relationship between papers,
genes, and proteins. Additionally, to identify a surge of interest in certain genes and proteins
related to melanoma research [104].
Data Analysis Technique Used: Cosine similarity (to identify relationship between papers,

TP

Reprinted from Animal Behavior Journal, Vol 69, Ord, T.J., E.P. Martins, S. Thakur, K.K. Mane, and K.
Börner, Trends in animal behaviour research (1968-2002): Ethoinformatics and mining library databases.
Animal Behaviour, pp. 1399 -1413, Copyright 2005, with permission from Elsevier.

4

PT
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genes, and proteins) and burst detection algorithm (to identify bursty researched genes and
proteins).
Visualization Technique Used: Network visualization using force-directed algorithm (to
show relations) and floating bars (to show genes/proteins and their activity period)
Data Analysis Details: For data analysis, the single term ‘melanoma’ was used to collect
melanoma related publication data from Medline, gene data from Entrez-Gene 5 , and protein
TPF

FPT

6

data from the UniProt database. The initial query resulted in 54,016 papers from Medline
TPF

FPT

(1960 – Feb 2004), 304 genes from Entrez-Gene database, and 566 proteins from UniProt.
The cosine similarity measure was used to calculate similarity between paper-paper, genegene, protein-protein, and gene-protein. Using the similarity, an integrated map of papers,
genes, and proteins was generated using a force-directed algorithm in VxOrd. The generated
map shows the relationship between melanoma related papers, genes, and proteins. To
detect the highly researched genes and proteins, titles and MeSH terms were used in the
analysis. The burst detection algorithm from Kleinberg was used to identify the bursty words.
User Task Abstraction: The identification of linkages between papers, genes, and proteins
would identify relationships between them. Further, a surge in the interest of genes and
proteins can be identified by identifying their bursts.

Entrez-Gene can be accessed online at: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=gene

5
TP

PT

TP

6

HTU

PT

UTH

Uniprot database can be accessed online at: http://www.pir.uniprot.org/
HTU
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UTH

Identified Pathway from DA-Vis Taxonomy:
A) To identify linkages

Figure 58: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify association based on linkage strength

B) To identify surge of interest

Figure 59: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify trends based on data activity

Visual Design Application: The network visualization shows three different node-types –
papers (in gray), genes (in blue) and proteins (in red), see Figure 60. It shows the relationship
X

X

between papers, genes, and proteins. Owing to the layout algorithm property, nodes with
higher similarity are placed closer to each other. The edges are not displayed. The floating
bar layout is used to indicate the time-period. Figure 61 shows highly researched melanoma
X

X

related genes along with their burst activity period. Figure 62 shows highly researched
X

melanoma related proteins along with their burst activity period.
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Visualizations:

Figure 60: Melanoma paper-gene-protein map, adopted from [104], reproduced with permission from
© 2004 IEEE
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Figure 61: Highly researched melanoma related genes and their activity period, adopted from [104],
reproduced with permission from © 2004 IEEE

Figure 62: Highly researched melanoma related proteins and their activity period, adopted from [104],
reproduced with permission from © 2004 IEEE

7.3. Identify Co-citation Network in Theoretical Physics
Goal: From the co-citation network, clearly identify two main articles that contributed to
‘Superstring’ theory in theoretical physics. Further, preserve the meaningful co-citation
network where the intellectual contribution of these articles exists [105].
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Data Analysis Technique Used: Pathfinder network scaling algorithm [35].
Visualization Technique Used: Network Visualization
Data Analysis Details: A co-citation network of 624 articles on superstring theory (19852003) was generated. There were two main articles that triggered the development of
superstring theory. But from the original network, only one article was clearly seen whereas
the other remained hidden. Further, as per the goal, meaningful linkages resulting from these
main articles were preserved using a pathfinder network scaling algorithm. The resulting
network was visualized using network visualization in CITESPACE tool.
User Task Abstraction: The goal is to preserve important co-citation linkages among
authors can be abstracted to preserving important data dimensions.
Identified Pathway from DA-Vis Taxonomy:

Figure 63: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify important data linkages based on meaningful
pathways

Visual Design Application: Nodes are used to show papers. The node size and node label
size is proportional to the citation count for a given paper. The links are used to show the
co-citation coefficient. The color of the link shows the early citation time of an article.
Different node label colors are used to indicate turning points, pivot points, and hubs, see
Figure 64.
X

X
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Visualizations:
(A)

(B)

Figure 64: A co-citation network comprising of 624 nodes. (A) original network and (B) network
pruned after using pathfinder network scaling, adopted from [105], reproduced with permission from
Chaomei Chen
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7.4. Protein-protein Interaction in Mouse Genome
Goal: From the protein-protein network in mouse genome, identify the important proteins
that are responsible for maintaining interconnectivity in the network [106] .
Data Analysis Technique Used: Betweenness Centrality
Visualization Technique Used: Network Visualization
Data Analysis Details: The protein-protein interaction data for Mus musculus (mouse) was
obtained from Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP) [107]. The data was imported into the
application called CentiBiN [108]

which helps in the calculation and visualization of

centralities for biological networks. The central-flow betweenness algorithm [109] was
applied to identify the important proteins in the network. The result was visualized using
network visualization. Within the network visualization, important proteins are highlighted.
User Task Abstraction: The user task is to identify important proteins that help to
maintain connectivity in the network. Connectivity can be maintained if the network flow is
maintained. So the task can be abstracted to the identification of proteins that maintain flow
in the network structure.
Identified Pathway from DA-Vis Taxonomy:

Figure 65: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to detect structural patterns based on identification od
maximum flow nodes

Visual Design Application: In the network visualization, the proteins are shown as nodes.
Edges show connections between proteins. The proteins responsible for maintaining the
connections in the network are identified using the betweenness centrality algorithm, and are
highlighted in red color, see Figure 66.
X

X
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Visualizations:

Figure 66: Protein-protein interaction network in Mus musculus (mouse) showing central proteins in
red [106], reproduced with permission from Dirk Koschutzki

7.5. Major Author/Scholarly Communities in Complex
Network Research
Goal: Based on research topics, identify different author collaboration groups for complex
network domain [110].
Data Analysis Technique Used: Co-occurrence Similarity (to identify co-authorship) and
Wards clustering (to identify author community clusters).
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Visualization Technique Used: Dendrogram
Data Analysis Details: Using seminal papers as query terms, a dataset comprised of papers
that cite these seminal paper was put together using ISI’s Web of Science. Using coauthorship count as a similarity metric, a wards clustering approach was used to identify
author collaboration groups. The relationship among authors was visualized using a
modified form of matrix visualization identified by Steven Morris as ‘crossmaps’. The author
groups were visualized using dendrogram.
User Task Abstraction: The user task is to identify author collaboration groups. The task
can be abstracted to identifying associations among authors. Further this information can be
used to identify groups of authors that work together on similar research topics.
Identified Pathway from DA-Vis Taxonomy:
A) To identify linkages

Figure 67: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify linkages based in linkage strength

B) To identify clusters

Figure 68: Pathway from DA-Vis taxonomy to identify cluster from data hierarchy

Visual Design Application: Crossmaps, a modified form of matrix visualization is used
to show the relationship among authors. The node size is used to indicate the publication
count for each author. Using dendrograms, the most closely related authors are connected
together to form a cluster, see Figure 69.
X

X
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Visualizations:

Figure 69: Author collaboration groups shown using dendrogram, used with permission from Steve
Morris [110], reproduced with permission from Steven Morris

7.6. Discussion
The above examples of scholarly research demonstrate that the data analysis approach
can be mapped onto different pathways in the DA-Vis Taxonomy. Match between the data
analysis approach taken and the complementary techniques within pathways helps to validate
the DA-Vis Taxonomy. Subsequently, different pathways within DA-Vis taxonomy offer
experts and novice an insight into complimentary data analysis and visualization techniques.
Using the taxonomy, an expert can quickly identify other techniques that can be used to
carry out a similar data analysis. For a novice, the DA-Vis taxonomy offers a global overview
of different data analysis and visualization techniques. Only a few features to use pathways
from DA-Vis taxonomy are highlighted here, the pathways can also be used for comparison
and other purposes.
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Chapter 8

Validation: Usability of DA-Vis Taxonomy
A formal usability test was conducted to evaluate the user-friendliness of the DA-Vis
taxonomy to naïve and expert users. As the current taxonomy includes techniques from the
information visualization domain, only participants who are conversant with data analysis
and visualization techniques from information visualization domain were used. To test the
DA-Vis taxonomy, 14 participants were recruited. The test subjects received $10 each for
participating in the study.

8.1. Methodology
At the start of the test, each participant was asked to fill out a pre-test questionnaire to
gather demographic information and data related to profession & expertise. As it is less likely
to find subjects who are experts in both the data analysis and data visualization domains,
subjects were queried for their level of expertise in data analysis and data visualization. Based
on their feedback as ‘naïve’, ‘moderate’, or as an ‘expert’, the total participants were split into
two groups. For the purpose of the test, the participants who reported ‘naïve’ and ‘moderate’
were considered as novice users. In addition, participants were asked about their familiarity
with any kind of taxonomy.
Further to familiarize each user with the different features of the DA-Vis Taxonomy,
each user was briefed with information that was encoded at three different levels in the
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taxonomy using a simple example. The participants were also informed that the pathway
included pieces of information at all of the three levels. Subsequently, each participant was
asked to find answers to the task-list questions.
The task-list included eight questions that were based on the data analysis goals that
needed to be accomplished. Special emphasis was placed on different sections of the DA-Vis
taxonomy. Further, all questions can be classified into two categories: 1) Topical – where
direct mapping can be done to user tasks available in the DA-Vis taxonomy (Q#1-4) and 2)
Non-topical – where ambiguity will be maintained in specifying the user task goals (Q#5-8).
For non-topical questions, the participants would need to take an extra step of identifying
the task and then map it to a user task covered in the DA-Vis taxonomy. The purpose
behind framing non-topical questions was to determine the user-friendliness of the DA-Vis
taxonomy when different words were used to describe user goals. This part tests the amount
of additional information that needs to be made available with the task-list questions to use
the taxonomy.
The amount of time it takes to answer a single task-list question was used as a measure to
evaluate the efficiency. As the taxonomy is concise and easy to scan, a time period of three
minutes was considered sufficient to go through the DA-Vis taxonomy and find answers to
any task list question. If more than three minutes of time were used to find an answer to a
question with/without any hint then it would be considered to negate the user-friendliness
of the DA-Vis taxonomy.
The questions given to the participants are listed below:
Topical Questions
U

1. From the DA-Vis taxonomy, identify one of the pathways that help to establish
associations based on semantic linkages. Write it down.
2. From the DA-Vis taxonomy, identify a data analysis method that helps to identify
trends in network data. Write it down.
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3. Name the visualization technique that can be used to visualize a cluster hierarchy.
4. Name the visualization technique that can be used to visualize a network structure.
Non-topical Questions
U

5. What data characteristics can be visualized using parallel-coordinates visualization?
Write down the pathway in the DA-Vis taxonomy that you used.
6. How can data bursts activity be represented? Write it down.
7. What techniques exist to re-order data?
8. What user goals can ‘Latent Semantic Analysis’ (LSA) support?
After the task list was completed, a post-test questionnaire was handed to each test
subject. The post-test questions were designed to gauge participant’s response to the tasks.
Questions evaluated: quick identification of utility, ease of use, ability to quickly identify
combination of techniques and the ability to find information to complete task. Further they
were asked to comment on the features that they liked or dis-liked about the taxonomy. The
list of post-test questions is given below:
1. I quickly understood the utility of the DA-Vis taxonomy.
2. The DA-Vis taxonomy is easy to use.
3. The DA-Vis taxonomy helps to quickly identify available techniques based on a user’s
task.
4. The DA-Vis taxonomy helps combine different data analysis and visualization
techniques available for a given user task.
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5. It was easy to find the information that I needed to complete the task.
6. What did you like most about the DA-Vis taxonomy?
7. What did you like least about the DA-Vis taxonomy?
8. Do you have any recommendations to improve the DA-Vis taxonomy?
Participants were asked to respond to questions using a Likert scale of 1 (strongly
disagree) – 5 (strongly agree).

8.2. Results
The results can be summarized as follows: 10 men and 4 women participated in the
usability test. There were eight participants in the ‘21-30’ age group, four participants in the
‘31-40’ age groups, and two belonged to the ‘41 and above’ age group. Except for one
individual who had an undergraduate degree, all other participants were working on or had
advanced degrees, either MS or Ph.D. To perform the usability test, some familiarity with
data analysis and/or data visualization techniques was expected. The analysis revealed that a
mixed user-group involved in the study comprised of: four subjects who were naïve to both
data analysis and data visualization techniques; the other four reported moderate experience
with data analysis and data visualization; two reported mixed experience of naïve and
moderate experience with the techniques; and the remaining four reported themselves as
experts. So based on our grouping strategy, there were 10 participants who were categorized
into the ‘naïve’ user-group and 4 participants who were categorized into the ‘expert’ user
group. The question ‘Have you used any kind of data taxonomy before?’ was answered with
‘Yes’ by 5 participants and ‘No’ by the remaining 9 participants. The known data taxonomies
listed were Rainbow classifier, Legal West topic and key numbers, Lexis legal taxonomy,
Library of Congress classification system, United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO), Medical Subject Heading (MeSH), and Gene ontology.
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Figure 70 shows the average time taken by different participants in answering topical and
X

X

non-topical questions. Except for Q7, there is no significant difference in the average time
that all participants took to answer the task list questions. A big difference is seen in the time
taken to answer Q7 as it was confusing for most of the participants to map ‘re-order word’
to ‘ordering’ at level 2 in the DA-Vis taxonomy. Only five participants out of the total 14
participants asked for a hint to understand Q7 correctly. The hint included pointers to which
column in the Da-Vis Taxonomy, they should look to find answer to the task question. Also,
from the total participant group only one participant was confused about answering Q8 but
managed to find the correct answers after receiving hints about mapping tasks with data
goals in the DA-Vis taxonomy.
The post-test questionnaire was analyzed to evaluate the user-friendliness of the DA-Vis
taxonomy. The results are presented in Figure 71. It can be seen that on an average,
X
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participant’s score was above four out of the total score of five for all questions.
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Figure 70: Average response time in sec taken to answer each task list question
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Figure 71: Average score of feedback for Q1-5 for 14 participants

When asked about what they liked about the DA-Vis taxonomy, most participants
reported that it offered a good organizational structure to couple analysis and visualization
techniques, it offers an easy way to find proper techniques, the clear layout helps to
remember different options, the simple structure shows a range of options available for
analysis at each level, and it was a good coupling strategy to layout information in
hierarchical structure based on user tasks. When asked what they liked least, the participants
mentioned the need for visuals for different visualization layout suggested within the
taxonomy. Further, because of the paper based version, it was difficult to know if the same
technique was available somewhere else within the taxonomy. Recommendations for the
DA-Vis taxonomy include: online and interactive version of the taxonomy, color coding of
different columns of information, highlighting popular techniques, pointer to different
reference resources. In the interest of maintaining the structural simplicity and avoid clutter
in the paper-based version of the DA-Vis taxonomy, some recommendations from the
participant were not included in the current paper-based version of the taxonomy. An online
version of the DA-Vis taxonomy with in-built mouse event would be more suited to include
some of the proposed recommendations.
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Chapter 9

Intellectual Merits and Broader Impact
This thesis presented a new coupled DA-Vis taxonomy that can be used to ease the
design of effective visualizations. The DA-Vis taxonomy advances theory of data analysis
and visualization by providing a unified framework that identifies valid algorithm
(techniques) combinations. In this thesis, the DA-Vis layout schema has been used to
classify different data analysis and visualization techniques that can be applied to ndimensional data and network data. Similarly, different data types and related algorithms can
be plugged into the DA-Vis schema. The schema also shows the tight coupling that exists
between different data analysis techniques, and visualization techniques. The DA-Vis
taxonomy can be adapted to classify data analysis techniques from different subject domains.
Further, it can be used to establish a tight coupling between different data analysis and
visualization techniques.
This thesis also demonstrates the utility of the DA-Vis taxonomy in creating meaningful
visualizations for biomedical data and scholarly data (chapter 6). Using real world clinical
data of acute lymphoblastic leukemia, the DA-Vis taxonomy was used to identify different
data analysis and visualizations (matrix view and parallel coordinate view) that help to fulfill
the data analysis goals. Further, this thesis also presents a novel data analysis and
visualization approach (section 6.1) to correlate clinical data of acute lymphoblastic leukemia
patients.
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Further, this thesis also applies the DA-Vis taxonomy to support knowledge management
(chapter 6). Using a scholarly dataset, the DA-Vis taxonomy was used to identify data
analysis and visualization techniques (network visualizations) that best meet the user
requirements (section 6.2). The resulting visualization (Figure 55) helps to quickly identify
X

X

major research topics in the 20-year time slice of PNAS journal data that was considered in
the analysis. The generated visualization provides a good overview of major research topics,
other domain research areas that are connected, time-based emergence of associated
research areas, etc. To our knowledge, this was the first attempt to draw a knowledge map
based on co-word space of highly frequent and highly researched bursty topical words. Such
knowledge maps also help identify research frontiers, or change of focus in certain areas.
Identification of these frontiers forms a critical component for resource allocation decisions
in research laboratories, governmental institutions, and corporations. Similar knowledge
P

P

management maps created for different subject domains can be used for educational
purposes. For example, it can be used to study trends in melanoma research.
Further, the thesis validates the proposed DA-Vis taxonomy by showing its usefulness in
categorizing and describing prior work (chapter 7). User goals from prior work have been
mapped to different pathways from the DA-Vis taxonomy to validate the identified coupling
between different data analysis and visualization techniques.
This thesis presents the results of a user study (chapter 8) performed to identify the userfriendliness of the DA-Vis taxonomy. In general, participants commented that the structure
of DA-Vis was easy to understand. Further, the simplicity of the DA-Vis taxonomy structure
seemed to help users remember different options and helped to quickly identify techniques
that would meet their data analysis goals.
The DA-Vis taxonomy can be utilized as an ‘external aid’ to identify analysis and
visualization techniques which can be used to accomplish different user goals. The schema
provides a simple and flexible framework where techniques from different subject domains
can be added. This flexibility helps to customize the DA-Vis taxonomy to meet the
requirements of individual subject domain data analysis requirement.
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A naïve user can use the DA-Vis taxonomy to develop a ‘learning module’. Based on the
task goal and data type, a naïve user can quickly acquire knowledge about different data
analysis techniques that can be used to perform data analysis and visualization. Further, with
the DA-Vis taxonomy schema, additional information used to map data characteristics onto
final visualizations is readily available to the user. Creation of a taxonomy based in the DAVis schema can help improve the teaching, training, and learning experience of
complementary data analysis and visualization techniques.
The DA-Vis taxonomy schema can be used to guide the selection of algorithms in cyberinfrastructure tools such as NetworkBench, Information Visualization Cyberinfrastructure,
etc. Further, an advanced computing environment which allows users to establish a workflow to perform different data analyses can be created.
The novel data analysis approach shown for a clinical dataset can help in the practice of
evidence based medicine. It offers the ability to look at different data variables at a glance,
visually identify data patterns, and data trends help to compare different patients. Using
these features will benefit the medical practitioners to perform better diagnosis of the
patient’s medical condition.
A demonstration of the computational diagnostics tool was presented at the National
Institute of Cancer (NCI) series on ‘Informatics in Action 2006’ on ‘Finding Patterns in a
Sea of Data: How Information Visualization can Support NCI’s Fight Against Cancer’. The
goal of the series was to improve the outcomes in implementing health, medical, and
bioinformatics technologies through the science of user-centered informatics research.
Further, a talk and demonstration of the developed computational diagnostic tool was
presented at the National Institute of Health (NIH) Interdisciplinary Methodology and
Technology Summit (M&T Summit). The researchers were intrigued by the new
methodology of looking at clinical data with the developed computational diagnostic tool.
Researchers gave positive feedback on the utility of the developed tool. One of the most
positive comment about the computational diagnostic tool developed as a part of the thesis
was ‘the work has developed the seeds of what can probably become a successful way of
transforming data visualization into a decision support tool for clinical decisions’.
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Appendix I: Glossary
Tree Layouts

A tree is a connected graph without any cycles

Graph

A set of items connected by edges. Each item is called a vertex or
node. Formally, a graph is a set of vertices and a binary relation
between vertices

Planar

Graph with no overlapping lines

Automatic Processing

It is based on the visual properties such as position and color. It
is highly parallel, but limited in power [5]

Controlled Processing

It works on example text. It has a powerful operations, but is
limited in capacity [5]

Relapse

A falling back into a former state, especially after apparent
improvement

Isomorphic graphs

Two graphs with one-to-one mapping from the nodes of one
graph to the nodes of the other that preserves the adjacency of
nodes
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Appendix II: Questionnaire About
Commonly Used Data Analysis &
Visualization Algorithms
The questionnaire that was used to acquire information about various data analysis
techniques used by researchers to accomplish data analysis goals is included below.

Informal Questionnaire
U

The goal of the questionnaire is to identify different algorithms used by researchers to
perform various data analysis tasks. Your feedback provides invaluable input to my Ph.D.
research. It would help to identify trends of algorithm usage by researchers to accomplish a
given task.
Listed below are some common data analysis tasks (a-g). Below each task is a list of
algorithms that can be used to gather different task relevant information. From the list,
please check those algorithms that you find relevant. Please add to the list, any other
algorithms that are missing.
Thank you for your time
Ketan Mane
a) Identify Associations
1. Based on linkage strength – information can be obtained through data analysis
approaches like:
o Co-occurrence matrix
o Cosine-similarity
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o Pearson coefficient
o Jaccard index
o Any other methods:
U

2. Based on semantic association – information can be obtained through data
analysis approaches like:
o Term Frequency matrix
o Latent Semantic analysis and Similarity Matrix
o Any other methods:
U

b) Identify Patterns - information can be obtained through data analysis approaches like:
o Sorting
o Spectral analysis
o Statistical correlation techniques
o Any other methods:
U

c) Predict Trends
o Frequency distribution
o Burst detection algorithm
o Any other methods:
U

d) Extract Important Data Dimensions
o Latent semantic analysis (LSA)
o Any other methods:
U

e) Extract Important Linkages
o PathFinder network
o Betweenness centrality
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o Applying thresholds
o Any other methods:
U

e) Identify Clusters
o Latent semantic analysis (LSA)
o k-means algorithms
o Wards clustering algorithm
o Network analysis measure – Structural holes
o Network analysis measure – Structural equivalence
o Any other methods:
U

f) Classify Data
o Simple data grouping
o Any other methods:
U

g) Detect Structural Patterns – for network data types where linkage information is known.
1. Detect topology
o Detect hubs – degree distribution
o Detect scale free topology – power law exponent
o Central nodes – betweenness centrality
o Any other methods:
U
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Appendix III: Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia – Dataset Variable Information
Variable information from acute lymphoblastic leukemia medical dataset are covered here,
o Relapse - gives information about the time to relapse from the diagnostic date.
o Relapse Site - in what body region did the relapse occur – bone marrow (BM), CNS,
Testis or any combination of above sites.
o Death - information whether the person is alive or dead.
o LDKA - the date the person was last known to be alive.
o Immunopheno - immunophenotype conditions (B/T-cell) responsible for causing
ALL.
o Genetic Category - includes information on the chromosomal conditions. Different
known conditions under genetic category include: hypodiploid (<45), diploid (46),
hyperdiploid (>46) and pseudodiploid.
o WBC - counts number of white blood cells in 1000/mm3 of blood.
P

P

o HGB - counts haemoglobin content in g/dl of blood.
o PLT - counts number of red blood cell in 1000/mm3 of blood.
P

P

o CNS diseases - information on different stages of CNS disease is available. The
CNS condition can be CNS1a, CNS1b, CNS1c, CNS2a, CNS2b, CNS3.
o BM7 - blast % at day 7 is recorded.
o BM14 - blast % at day 14 is recorded.
o AgeDx - this value is referred to as the diagnostic age of the patient.
o Gender – Male/Female values are recorded.
o Race - patient race is an important element in the diagnostic factors as some races
have less probability to get cancer than the other.
o Median Family Income (MFI) - based on the income, there exist four different
MFI classes - 1: Very low income (<50% MFI), 2: Low income (50-80% MFI), 3:
Moderate income (80 – 120% MFI) and 4: Upper income (> 120% MFI).
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o Education - there exist four different categories for this variable – 1: No high
school diploma, 2: High school diploma, 3: Some college and 4: College graduate.
o % Single Family - % record of single members living with patients.
o % Employment - % record of employed parents in the patient’s family.
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Appendix IV: Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia – Hazard Ratio Conditions for
Phenotype Display
Researchers in the biomedical domain have studied the vulnerability relationship between
certain variables of the patients [111]. For blood count information, values of haemoglobin
level, WBC count, peripheral blast cell count and platelets count were taken into account.

Figure 72: Potential hazard ratio % identified based on the age of diagnosis (years) of patients,
adopted from [111]

Figure 72 shows the percentage risk for patients based on their age of diagnosis when the
X

X

ALL condition is ‘B-cell’. From Figure 72, it is clear that the children below one year of age
X

X

are at a risk that is 2.6 times higher than that of the patients between 3 and 4.3 years of age
of diagnosis [111]. As the age increases, the hazard ratio % also increases almost linearly.
There is an increase of just 0.5% in hazard ratio for the diagnostic age range of 2-14 years.
The risk in the highest quintile is 1.6 times higher than in the lowest quintile. There is no
difference in the age of diagnosis outcome for ‘T-cell’ ALL.
For WBC’s, the hazard ratio is computed based on the count of WBC’s in one cubic-cm
(1000/mm3) of blood. The hazard ratio % or risk of relapse increases exponentially with
P

P
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increase in the count of WBC’s. Figure 73 shows the % hazard ratio increase that has been
X

X

identified based on the number of WBC’s (on logarithmic scale). From the figure, it can be
deduced that the risk of relapse in highest quintile is 1.9 times higher than in lowest quintile.
The NCI cut-point shows the threshold in the count set by the National Cancer Institute.

Figure 73: Potential hazard ratio % identified based on the WBC count, adopted from [111]

The peripheral blast cells numbers strongly correlate with the count of WBC. This is
because WBC’s represent a large portion of peripheral blast cells. Hence, the prognostic
curve information for peripheral blast cells is similar to that of the WBC (same curve as
shown in Figure 73). The hazard ratio % or risk of relapse for HGB is 1.3 times higher than
X

X

the lowest quintile, shown in Figure 74. However the risk of relapse decreases when there is
X

X

an increase in the platelets count. Figure 75 shows the risk in lowest quintile is l.2 times than
X

X

that in the highest quintile.

Figure 74: Potential hazard ratio % identified based on the HGB count, adopted from [111]
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Figure 75: Potential hazard ratio % identified based on the Platelet count, adopted from [111]
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Appendix V: Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia – %EFS Value Conditions for
Prognosis Display
Another prognostic factor that can influence the occurrence of relapse is the
measurement of event free survival (EFS). It is computed as a percentage value which gives
us an idea about the condition of the patient being free from encountering a relapse
condition. A higher percentage value indicates good condition of the patient i.e., it is less
likely for the patient to go into a state of relapse.
The percentile values for EFS are determined based on immunophenotype condition (Bcell/T-cell). EFS values for some variables that are important for diagnosis are available and
hence can be used in the prognosis. The EFS values that are available for different variables
are discussed below,
o Relapse - The % EFS values for relapse condition is dependent upon the site of
relapse. The EFS values for different sites of relapse are tabulated in Table 4. From
X

X

the table, it is clear that the relapse condition is more likely to occur in patient where
the relapse site is ‘Bone Marrow (BM)’. A combination of sites of occurrence of
relapse is the second worse condition. Patients with relapse site CNS and Testis have
relatively lower chances of encountering a relapse as compared to patients with relapse
conditions BM and combination. From Table 4, it is clear that patients with relapse
X

X

site ‘Testis’ have a better chance of recovery without undergoing a relapse.
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Table 4: %EFS values based on relapse site condition

Time Period

0 - 17 months:

Site of Relapse
BM

CNS

Testis

Combination

6

33

52

9

57

11

81

49

U

U

18 - 36months

11

59

> 36 months

43

72
U

U

o Relapse Site- If the relapse site condition is considered explicitly apart from the
relapse (months) information, then patients with Testis as relapse site have better
chances of recovery than the patients with relapse site as bone marrow. The %EFS
values are: BM (20%), CNS (48%) and Testis (70%).
o Immunophenotype - Based on T-lineage or B-lineage immunophenotype condition,
the %EFS value for B-cell lineage (80%) is greater than the T-cell lineage (67%).
However, for an infant (< 1 year), the B-cell lineage has the worst EFS value of 38%.
o Genetic Category - EFS percent values are available for patients with diagnostic age
profile value that is greater than 10, WBC count > 50,000 and treated by protocol
#1882 followed by protocol#1961. Based on the B-cell/T-cell lineage, the %EFS
values for different genetic conditions are tabulated in Table 5 below.
X
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X

Table 5: %EFS values based on genetic category condition

Immunophenotype
B-Cells

T-cells

Hypodiploid:

40

40

Diploid:

75

80

Pseudodiploid:

70

73

Hyperdiploid:

72

70

Duplication:

75

-

Genetic Categories

o Genetic Structural Changes – includes information about duplications in the
chromosome. The structural condition is considered worse, if there is a B-cell
condition and a chromosomal change at loci ‘20’. The last row is Table 5 shows
X

X

that %EFS value for patients with B-cell and structural change in chromosome at
position 20 is equal to 75%.
o #WBC – For B-cell condition, higher values for %EFS are an indicators that the
patient is likely to relapse. The %EFS values for B-cell conditions are shown in Table 6
X

X

below. But in case of a T-cell condition, the reverse condition holds true. The %EFS
values for different range of #WBC (in thousands) are indicated here: 10 – 50 (EFS =
60%), > 50 (EFS = 50%) and < 10 (EFS = 38%).
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Table 6: %EFS values based on WBC count

B-cells

T-cells

(Count) x 1000

%EFS

Count(in K)

%EFS

0 -10

89%

10-50

60

10 - 2

69

> 50

50

25 - 50

60

< 10

38

50 -100

53

>100

47

o Platelets - Patients profiles which have a higher count of platelets are less prone to
undergo a relapse condition. Different ranges of platelet count are indicated with
the %EFS values in the adjoining brackets: <50 (EFS = 65 %), 50-100 (EFS = 72%),
100-200 (EFS = 76%), and > 200 (EFS = 80%).
o CNS diseases - For the CNS condition, irrespective of the subtype condition (a/b/c)
the %EFS is high for CNS 1 (EFS = 80%) and CNS 2 (EFS = 80%) conditions.
Patients with CNS 3 (EFS = 50%) condition are more likely to undergo a relapse
condition.
o BM7 - For %blast condition at day 7, the M3 condition has the worst %EFS value.
The different values for different categories are: M1 (EFS= 80%), M2 (EFS = 61%),
and M3 (EFS = 44%).
o BM14 - For %blast condition at day 7, the M3 condition has a lower %EFS value than
for the BM7 condition. The different values for different categories are: M1 (EFS=
60%), M2 (EFS = 44%) and M3 (EFS = 29%).
o Protocol - Patients being treated with selective protocol# have a better chance of
avoiding a relapse condition. Different protocol # adopted in the treatment along with
the %EFS values are indicated here: 1953 (EFS = 35%), 1891 (EFS = 83%), 1881
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(EFS = 79%), 1882 (EFS = 78%), 1922 (EFS = 83%), 1952 (EFS = 83%), 1991 (EFS
= 83 %), 1961 (EFS = 80%).
o AgeDx - Similar trend to the one seen in Figure 72 (ageDx v/s %hazard ratio plot) is
X

X

seen with the %EFS values. The age range and their corresponding %EFS values for
B-cell conditions are indicated in Table 7 below. The infants below one year have the
X

X

worst %EFS values. For T-cell condition irrespective of the age group the EFS value
equals 60%.
Table 7: %EFS values based on AgeDx values

AgeDx Range

%EFS value

0-1

36

1-5

80

5-10

73

10-15

53

15-20

44

o Gender - The %EFS values are indicated in Table 8 for both genders. For both BX

X

cell/T-cell conditions, it is seen that the boys are more susceptible to relapse than girls.
Table 8: %EFS values based on patient's gender

Gender

B-cell

T-cell

Girls

76

63

Boys

66

47

o Race - The race of the patient is also one of the factors that determine the %EFS
values. Based on the general observation, Caucasian race (EFS = 82 %) is less
susceptible to relapse than any other race. The values for other races are indicated
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here: African American (EFS = 72%), Hispanic (EFS = 69 % [high risk]), and for any
other race (EFS = 73%).
All the variables for which the EFS values were know are discussed above. The impact of
other social factor variables like: Median Family Income (MFI), Education, % Single
Family, %Employment is unknown.
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